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O eneral Accounting OfficeGAO taeWashington, D.C. 20548

Human Resources Division

B-225966

November 4, 1987

The Honorable William V. Roth, Jr.
United States SenateA0

Dear Senator Roth:

This report is the second we have issued in response to your March 27, 1986, request. The
first report, issued February 19, 198 , provided information on issues to consider in
assessing welfare reform proposals.-This report presents information on the amounts and
sources of income for families receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDc);
how the income from the various sources affects their total incomes; and their economic
status compared to the poverty line and other welfare and nonwelfare families. It also
summarizes the difficulties in making such determinations because of uncertainty about the
accuracy of the poverty line and unresolved concerns about the Bureau of the Census's
experimental techniques for valuing in-kind benefits.

As requested by your office, we did not obtain formal agency comments on this report.
However, we discussed our work with officials at various federal and state agencies during
the course of our review and considered their views in preparing this report. As agreed,
unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this
report until 30 days after its issue date. At that time, we will send copies to other interested
parties and make copies available to others who request them.

Sincerely yours,

f Richard L. Fogel 011!. lia
Assistant Comptroller General C
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Executive Summary

Purpose Little is known about the incomes of welfare families, including those in
the Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC) program. hough

there have been recent policy debates about income levels, data on fami-
lies' total incomes that include the value of in-kind benefits do not exist
in any usable form. Thus, Senator William V. Roth, Jr., asked GAO to
determine

* the income sources. amounts, and relative poverty status Of AFI)C fami-
lies, and

. the implications of these results for federal welfare policy.

Background+ Annually, about $15 billion in AFDC payments are made to needy fami-
lies with children for such basics as food, shelter, clothing, and utilities.

The federal government pays about 54 percent of these costs. AFDC fami-
lies are also eligible for in-kind food, health care, and housing benefits
that account for most of the federal welfare expenditures. Each month
about 3.7 million families receive AFDC. Ninety-three percent are headed
by one parent-almost always the mother. (See p. 10.)

Each state sets payment standards by family size and can elect such
program options as allowing payment to two-parent families if the prin-
cipal earner is unemployed. Within limits, families can supplement their
AFDC benefits with earnings and also participate in other welfare pro-
grams. (See p. 10.)

In calculating the official poverty rate, the Bureau of the Census counts
only cash income and uses poverty and income definitions developed in
the 1960's. Since then, such in-kind benefit programs as Medicaid and
Food Stamp expanded greatly, and now comprise over 70 percent of
total federal welfare expenditures. Many believe that the cash value of
in-kind benefits should be counted in determining a welfare family's
income. The Census Bureau, in response to a congressional request,
developed three experimental and controversial methods for valuing in-
kind benefits. (See pp. 12 and 13.)

GAO'S analysis of AFIX' families' total incomes (cash-including AFIX"

payments, earnings, and child support-and in-kind benefits from six
public-assistance programs) and relative poverty status is based on ( 1) a
national sample of 300 AX' families from the Census Bureau's April
1984 Survey of Income and Program Participat ion data, and (2) 799
families re('eiving ,X'Ix" in April 198(6 from four (ount ics-Alameda, Cal-
ifornia; Albany, New York; Cuyahoga. Ohio: and Fult on, Georgia. The
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Executive Summary

samples were limited to families with two, three, and four recipients,
which account for 80 percent of AFDC families. (See pp. 14 and 15.)

At the national level, GAO used two of the Census Bureau's methods to
value in-kind benefits-market value (the cost of buying similar bene-
fits in the market) and recipient value (the amount consumers with
characteristics similar to welfare recipients would pay for such items).
At the county level, GAO approximated the Census Bureau's market
value, but could not approximate the recipient value due to a lack of
data. (See p. 16.)

Because of incomplete data about income available to AFDC families who
live with others not on AFDc, this report focuses primarily on the 60 per-
cent of AFDC families who live alone. (See p. 14.)

Results in Brief Nationally, two- to four-member AFDC families that lived alone had
monthly incomes (cash and in-kind benefits) that averaged $819 at mar-
ket value and $646 at recipient value. Their incomes consisted mostly of
welfare benefits, and were affected by such factors as where they live,
the availability of housing assistance, and earnings. (See pp. 21 to 29.)

AFDC families' cash incomes (such as AFDC and earnings) rarely exceeded
the poverty line. When in-kind benefits except Medicaid were counted,
26 percent at market value had total incomes exceeding the poverty line
compared with 21 percent at recipient value. Including Medicaid
increased the percentages to 60 and 27, respectively. However, AFDC

families' average monthly income was $205 and $580 lower at market
value than that of two groups of comparably sized welfare families not
receiving AFDC, and $1,042 lower than that of comparably sized nonwel-

fare families. (See p. 30.)

GAO's work highlighted matters having implications for welfare policy
regarding (1) the extent of states' discretion in setting AFDC eligibility
criteria and payment levels, (2) AFDC's interactions with other programs,
(3) public housing inequities due to limited availability, (4) validity of
official poverty thresholds, and (5) valuing in-kind benefits in determin-
ing incomes. (See pp. 39 and 40.)

Page 3 GAO,2 HRI)88-9 AFIX" Fanly Incomes
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Executive Summary
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GAO's Analysis,
,

Income Amounts of AFDC Nationally, AFDC families' monthly median income was $759 at market ,%
Families value and $563 at recipient value; average monthly income was $819

and $646, respectively. Half the families had incomes between $631 and
$917 at market value and between $464 and $738 at recipient value. An .
estimated 1 to 5 percent of the families had monthly incomes at market
value above $1,500. (See p. 21.)

Most Support Comes From Nationally, and in the four counties, 9 of 10 AFDC families participated in

Welfare Programs at least two other federal welfare programs. Nationally, an average of
92 percent of individual family incomes at market value, and 90 percent
at recipient value, was derived from welfare programs and an average %

of only 5 and 6 percent, respectively, was from earnings. Remaining
income came from other nonwelfare sources, including Social Security,
veterans' benefits, alimony, and child support. (See pp. 24 and 25.)

Three Factors Affect For a given valuation technique and a fixed family size, factors affecting

Income individual AFDC family incomes are:

1. State of residence. Each state determines AFDC payment levels by
developing a "need standard" and establishing the percentage of this
standard it will pay. As of January 1987, 20 states paid 100 percent of ,
their need standard-the others paid from 31 to 90 percent. Maximum
cash payments to a three-person family ranged from $118 per month in
Alabama to $749 in Alaska; the median was $354. AFDC payments affect
the benefit levels of such other programs as Food Stamp and Section 8
Housing. In general, the higher the AFDC payment level, the lower the

other benefits. (See p. 26.)

2.Subsidized housing. The receipt of a federal housing subsidy signifi-

cantly affects total family incomes. Subsidized housing, however, is not
equally available in the states, and thus not available to all eligible AFD( ,
families. In Fulton County, Georgia, where AFDC payments were lowest
among the four counties GAO sampled, average family income was higher .'
than in two of the other counties because the county's participation in
housing programs was higher. (See pp. 26 and 27.)

,4..
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Executive Summary
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3.Earnings. Relatively few AFDC families had earnings. Because of pro-
gram offsets, those who had earnings received less welfare benefits but
had higher total incomes than those without earnings. Generally, earn-
ings do not offset welfare aid dollar for dollar. (See pp. 25, 27, and 28.)..

Comparisons With the Nationally, 8 percent of AFDC families had cash incomes exceeding pov-

Poverty Line and Other erty thresholds. Counting their in-kind benefits at market value, how-
Groups ever, increased the percentage to 60 percent, and at recipient value to 27percent. The pattern was similar (at market value) in the four sampled

counties. Medicaid-by far the most controversial benefit to value-
caused the biggest changes in families' poverty status. (See pp. 30 to
33.)

Although comparing welfare families' incomes to the poverty line is
commonly done in determining poverty rates, the poverty line is widely
criticized as obsolete and nonreflective of living costs and spending pat-
terns of the poor. Also, some researchers believe that valuing medical
care in determining incomes can distort recipients' relative poverty sta-
tus. (See pp. 30 to 32.)

Nationally, AF)C families' average monthly income of $819 at market
value was lower than the average incomes of two groups not receiving
AFDc but receiving other welfare benefits. The groups and their average
incomes were: single-parent families with one to three children ($1,024),
and married couples with one or two children ($1,399). Also, single-
parent nonwelfare families with three or fewer children had an average
monthly pretax income of $1,709. (See pp. 35 to 37.)

Recommendations This report highlights matters having policy implications, but contains
no recommendation for congressional or agency action.

Agency Comments ;AO did not request official agency comments on this report. GAO
reviewed a draft of the report with federal and state program officials
and a number of welfare consultants and experts, and considered their
comments in preparing the report.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In March 1986, Senator Roth asked us to develop information for the
Congress to use in assessing proposals to reform the welfare system. In
partial fulfillment of that request, we issued our report entitled Welfare:
Issues to Consider in Assessing Reform Proposals (GAO IHRI-S7 .,lift, Feb.
19, 1987). This report provides information, from both the national level
and four selected c-unties, about (1) the incomes and relative poverty
status of the major welfare reform target group-families receiving Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (AF)(,), and (2) the related welfare
policy implications. Several pending welfare reform bills would affect
AFDC family incomes.

The AFDC program is managed by the Family Support Administration ofthe Department of Health and Human Services (IIIIS) and administered

by state and local governments. The federal government pays 50 percent
of the states' administrative costs and, depending on the state, from 50
to 78 percent (an average 54 percent) of benefits. Twenty-four states, at
their option, limit eligibility to one-parent families. The remaining 26
states and the District of Columbia extend eligibility to two-parent
families.

Annually, AFDC payments total about $15 billion with about 3.7 million
families participating each month. Ninety-three percent of these fami-
lies-which in 1986 included 7.2 million children-are headed by one
parent, almost always the mother. Eight out of 10 ..x'I" families contain
three or fewer children.

AFID cash payments are intended to help pay for food, shelter, clothing,
and other essential items of daily living. Recipients can supplement their
AF1"x benefits with ( 1) earned income up to )rescribed limits: (2) child
support payments; (3) other cash assistance. such as IA)W-lnCome lHome
Energy Assistance; and (4) "in-kind" or noncash assistance, such as
food, housing, and medical care.

In 1980 we rel)orted that, despite wite differenc(es in stat e-setl hen-
etils, 80 percent ofs ami)le(I A Fl)( families received cash and in-kind wel-
fare benefit s that excee(Ie(l the official federal )overty threshlds. but
ouIr sami)le was not l)r)iectable to t he. I"I iA niverse., sinc m (Ir .1980
rel)ort. .\FHx and related program changes have teen made I hat affect
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Chapter 1
Introduction

AFDC families' eligibility and benefit levels, and the Census Bureau has
done additional research on computing values for in-kind benefits.

Recent Changes to Changes to AFDC and related programs since 1980 have primarily
affected families with children, especially single-parent families. Recent

AFDC and Related poverty studies show that a higher percentage of single-parent families
W'elfare Programs with children live in poverty than do married-couple families with chil-

dren or elderly households. Moreover, concerns about such matters as
unwed teenage mothers on welfare have led to widespread debate about
federal income support policies for families. The President's Domestic
Policy Council's recent study found that "America's welfare system has
done little or nothing to encourage the formation of stable, economically
self-reliant families."2

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (oniA) made significant
changes to the AFDC program. The act's primary thnist was to target
benefits to the most needy. OBRA tightened eligibility for working recipi-
ents and reduced benefits for recipients living with stepparents. It also
prohibited the receipt of AFIX' by students beyond high school, strikers,
and first-time pregnant women until the third trimester. In 1984 we
reported that the OiuA changes removed about a half million families
from the AFDC rolls and reduced the benefits of many others.:'

OBRA also changed AFIXD work policies from reliance on work incentives
to emphasis on work requirements. For example. states could, with fed-
era! funding assistance, establish work programs to help recipients
(without young children) find work or require them to work off the
value Of AFRO" and Food Stamp benefits. In -January 1987. we reported
that state programs were having limited success, and that the long-term

prospects of reducing dependency through such programs were
unknown.

During (ORh's implementation, other programs in which AFDC recipients
often participate also had benefits trimmed. Section 8 lower income

I1p Frtom ell;'ntidewy: A\ New Nattowal Public Assistaiwe Strategy Repoll to the P'tesiilt lb th e
I ktttistlc I',i, ( ouiel 1Mw ticom I )lppoli-tit Workinig Group, I c 19,I ' I

\Ai [:%aluat im til I hv 98. AVFX" ('laqv(s Initia-I .\Alfl % -SN((;:% ) PVNI MI S< IL 6 Alr 2. )~,. 98 1
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Chapter 1
Introduction

housing assistance and public housing subsidies, for example, were low-
ered by changes in the formula used for calculating government subsi-
dized rents. Also, Food Stamp benefits were frozen during most of fiscal
year 1981 and reduced in fiscal year 1982.

Subsequent program changes, however, offset these reductions some-
what. In 1984, for example, AFOc recipients were allowed to keep the
first $50 of monthly child support collected by the states on their behalf.
Also, the AFDC gross income limit for eligibility was raised from 150 per-
cent of a state's AFDC need standard to 185 percent, and under certain

'V. conditions families were allowed to retain Medicaid eligibility for 9
months after losing AFDC benefits. In 1985, the Food Stamp program was
amplified by increasing both the earned income deduction and the dollar
limits on assets held by eligible households.

In-Kind Benefits and Nearly nonexistent in 1935, when the AFDC program was established, in-
kind benefits have grown steadily since the 1960's and today constitute

Valuation Issues over 70 percent of federal welfare expenditures. Today, AFDC recipients

%4 may obtain food stamps from the local welfare office, free school

lunches for school-aged children, vouchers for specific foodstuffs under
the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and Chil-
dren (wic) program, and limited assistance from local food banks;

- can receive subsidized rent payments from local housing authorities to
private landlords under the federal Section 8 program or low-rent hous-
ing in federally owned public housing projects; and
are automatically eligible for Medicaid, which pays for most health care
they receive from local medical providers that is not covered by private
health insurance.

Fiscal year 1986 federal/state expenditures for benefits under some of
the major in-kind programs were: Food Stamp-$ 11 billion; Section 8

P Housing-$7 billion; and Medicaid-$23 billion.

In determining the official poverty rate, the Census Bureau does not
assign monetary values to in-kind benefits and, consequent ly, does not
count them as income for welfare families. The Census Bureau defines
income as wages and salaries, self-employment income, interest, divi-
dends, rental income, Social Security income, AFIX' and other cash wel-
fare payments, and other forms of cash income. Some researchers have
criticized this definition because it does not include in-kind benefits.
Thus, at the request of the Congress. the Census Bureau has developed

Page 12 GA) IIRI)- 8-9 AFIX' Famil Income S
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Chapter 1
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three experimental techniques to measure the effects of in-kind benefits

on official poverty rates.

The three techniques are

* market value-the cost of purchasing similar benefits in the market;
* recipient value-the average amount unsubsidized consumers with

characteristics similar to recipients (income, family size, age, etc.) pay
for goods or services (e.g., housing, food, medical care); and

* poverty budget share-the upper dollar limits assigned to benefit val-
ues, based on current poverty thresholds and expenditures by families
at or near the poverty line.

A more detailed explanation by the Census Bureau of these techniques
is in appendix I. Each technique generally yields a different value for
the same in-kind benefit. Generally the market value yields a higher
value than either the recipient value or poverty budget share tech-
niques. The values derived under the recipient or poverty budget share
techniques can equal but not exceed the market value. Also, since both
the recipient and poverty budget share techniques are based on the
expenditures of unsubsidized households they tend to produce similar
values.

"'-

Which technique most accurately reflects the value of in-kind benefits?
Should the face value of food stamp coupons be added to cash because
they are spent like cash to purchase food items'? Should a value for sub-
sidized housing be added to cash because the housing costs less than
what could be obtained in the private market'? Should medical care be
valued the same way as other in-kind benefits or be valued at all' These
are the sort of valuation issues the Census Bureau is currently seeking
to resolve. low these issues are decided can affect perceptions about
the adequacy of welfare recipient incomes, as well as the welfare sys-
tem's overall effectiveness.

(AO has issued two reports on the Census Bureau's efforts to value in-
kind benefits, and urged caution in using the Bureau's methods because
of concerns about the technical adequacy of the methods.- Also, the
Bureau's Technical Paper 55: "Estiflates of) lov,'rty Including the Value

'Nun1, W 'i l lf-fils r, A I -AhI11M ii hc( ,.i vi', klirew \' s %least it-verw' C n tle fiw I G(AO
lT: r)- V(, AMT .xl,t 17 1.!*4 and N , ash lh nf{w it In;i , ,-j I(,%% V hlNaIof Mt 1h i I -h

tnnnlalv .. \tte I Ow I'ui (GA( ) I'ENM~ A77 1". iu 2.l
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Chapter 1
Introduction

of Noncash Benefits, 1984," cautions that there is no consensus concern-
ing the relative merits of various methods of valuing noncash benefits.

Objectives, Scope, and In his March 1986 request and subsequent discussions, Senator Roth

Methodology asked us to determine

" the amounts of AFDC recipient incomes;
• the major programs and other sources of AFDC recipients' incomes and

how income from these sources affects total incomes;
" how AFDC recipient incomes compare with (1) the poverty line, (2) other

welfare recipient (those not receiving AFDC) incomes, and (3) nonwelfare
family incomes; and

" the welfare policy implications of our results.

Types of Information AFDC families live in two household types: (1) those comprised solely of
Collected AFDC recipients and (2) those containing AFDC recipients and persons

who do not receive AFDC. Households comprised solely of AFDC recipients
accounted for 60 percent of a national sample of AFDC cases and 66 per-
cent of cases sampled in four counties. Because of limited data for AFDC

families living with others, we could not determine how much of the
household income was available to them. Accordingly, we discuss pri-
marily the incomes of AFDC families not living with others in this report.

Using the Census Bureau's Survey of Income and Program Participation
(siPP) data, we produced a nationally projectable sample of incomes for
AFDC recipients, other welfare recipients, and single-parent families not
receiving welfare. siee data are collected from a stratified sample of
about 20,000 noninstitutional households nationwide. Sampled house-
holds are interviewed every 4 months to obtain monthly data on individ-
ual and household income, employment status, and participation in
federal benefit programs.

We limited our analysis of sipp income and federal program participation
data to a single month-April 1984. The Census Bureau's weighting and
estimating procedures were used to make our national estimates. These
estimates are based on siPp samples of 499 AFDC households (300 of
which were reportedly comprised solely of two, three, or four AFDC

recipients and were used for most of our analyses), 365 one-parent and
359 married-couple households that received welfare benefits other

I.
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than AFDC or Supplemental Security Income (Ssl),6 and 644 one-parent
households that did not receive a welfare benefit.

Because stop data were not projectable at local levels with sufficient reli-
ability for our purposes, we also obtained income and program partici-
pation data from samples of AFDC households in four counties-
Alameda County, California and Albany County, New York (whose
respective three-person family AFDC maxinium monthly payment levels
were in the top third of all states); Cuyahoga County, Ohio (in the mid-
dle third); and Fulton County, Georgia (in the bottom third),.,

In each county, a stratified random sample of 300 AFDC families was
drawn from the universe Of AFDC families with two, three, or four mem-
bers receiving an AFDC payment in April 1986. Families of these three
sizes represent 80 percent of all AFMC families nationally. Each county's.."
sample was composed of 100 cases from each family size. In all we sam-
pled 1,200 cases, 799 of which were for households comprised solely of
AFDc recipients and were used for most of our analyses. The income and
program participation data are not projectable beyond the county level.

In each county we visited the AFDC office, and from its welfare files"-
recorded each sampled family's April 1986 AFDc and Food Stamp pay- .%

ment, earned income, and other recorded income and assistance. We also ,"
visited county housing authorities and wic agencies to determine the
amount of public housing, section 8 housing, and wic benefits provided
to sampled families in April 1986. We interviewed local school officials
to determine the average price of school lunches, and state and county
welfare officials to identify any local programs that provide continuing "

support to AFDC families. -

Appendixes III and IV show sampling errors for key s, and county
estimates respectively.

Analysis of the Data In both our national and county data, we identified the amounts of cash
and in-kind income for each sampled household. To determine each fam-
ily's total income, we added all its cash income (including AFIX" pay-
ments, earnings, and child support) to the values for in-kind benefits
obtained from the Food Stamp, Medicaid, wi(c, public housing, section 8
housing, and school lunch programs.

"We, ecludit ,NSI N-cm t.'w the prognrt Lssists thlwaged, W)ind, aind dtisablhed rather thian families witlh
chld(renl, whi(wli wvrv, uised( for ourI {c(ll/)nimn4011.
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Chapter 1
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We compared the April 1984 national data to 1984 poverty thresholds
and the 1986 county data to 1986 poverty thresholds. We also compared
national AFDC family income data to that of similar-size families receiv-
ing other welfare benefits, and to similar-size households receiving no
welfare benefits, We did not make such comparisons at the county level
because non-AFDC household data were not available.

Techniques Used to Value To present a range of possible valuation results, for the national data,
In-Kind Benefits we used two of the three Census Bureau valuation techniques-market

value (high) and recipient value (low)-to compute values for Food
Stamp, Medicaid, housing, and school lunch benefits.' The Bureau's Pov-
erty Budget Share valuation technique provides similar values to the
recipient technique. The data on which market and recipient value com-
putations were based are in Appendix B of the Bureau's Technical Paper

,. 55 (see app. I.)

Census Bureau data for computing market and recipient values are not
appropriate for valuing in-kind benefits locally and were not used for
our county samples. Instead, we used methods that approximated the
Bureau's market value technique. The absence of household expenditure ,.
data for the counties prevented us from developing techniques that
would approximate the recipient or budget share values.

We applied the Census Bureau's market value and recipient value tech-
niques to the national siPP data and our market value approximations to
the county data as described below.

Market Value Method- Food stamps. Consistent with the Census Bureau's method, GAO valued
National Data food stamps at their face value as reported in the sipp for each family

(see p. 42).

School lunches. In assigning monthly values for school lunches, GAO used
the Census Bureau's nationwide estimates of daily per meal subsidies
with a minor adjustment (see p. 42). Assuming 20 school days in April,
we assigned a per child monthly value. The per child amounts were then
summed to determine the family benefit.

7The (ensus Bureau does not provide a valuation technique for WIC benefits tha ;are small in
amount. Thus, we used tie amounts reported in S11P1' for b)th the market and recipient value of the
benefits.
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Public and other subsidized rental housing. In assigning monthly values
for public housing and section 8 rental assistance, GAO assigned the Cen-
sus Bureau's nationwide estimates of average housing subsidies (see p.
42). We assigned these values to each family that reported receiving
such subsidies.

Medicaid. To determine the monthly values for Medicaid, GAO used the
Census Bureau's per person nationwide dollar estimates for noninstitu-
tionalized persons (see p. 45). These values were assigned to each person
in the family and then summed to determine the Medicaid value for each
family.

The Census Bureau determined per person market values by dividing
Medicaid benefits paid by the number of recipients of those benefits.
The Census Bureau reported that their computation may overstate the
values somewhat, because the number of recipients rather than the
number of enrollees was used. But they added that (1) no data were
available that could be used to develop accurate ever-enrolled figures,
and (2) use of estimated recipient counts provides a more consistent and %
stable data base to examine the effect of noncash benefits on changes in %
poverty levels over time periods.

Recipient Value Method- Food stamps. Consistent with the Census Bureau's method, GAO valued
National Data food stamps for each family at the lesser of (1) their face value as

reported in sIPP, and (2) the Bureau's estimates of normal expenditures
for food (see p. 45).

School lunches. Consistent with the Census Bureau's method, GAO

assigned recipient values to school lunch benefits for each child that
were equal to the market value of these benefits (see p. 51). Assuming
20 school days in April, we assigned a per child monthly value. The per
child amounts were then summed to determine the family benefit.

Public and other subsidized rental housing. In assigning monthly values
for the public housing and section 8 housing, GAO used the Census
Bureau's estimates of the values of subsidized and nonsubsidized rents
(see p. 51). We assigned these values to each family that reported
receiving such subsidies.

Medicaid. To determine the monthly values for Medicaid, GAO used the
Census Bureau's per household nationwide dollar estimates of normal
expenditure values for medical care (see p. 53).
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Market Value Approximation- Medicaid. We obtained the average monthly statewide Medicaid cost per
County Data AFDc eligible from each state for the latest 6- to 12-month period availa-

ble (periods were in the 1985/1986 time frame). Values per family mem-
ber per month ranged from $58 in Alameda County to $91 in CuyahogaCounty. These values were summed, based on the number of family
members, to determine the Medicaid value for each family.

Food stamps. We valued food stamps as the dollar amount of the cou-
pons issued to each AFDC family.

Public housing. We valued public housing assistance by subtracting the
rent paid by the AFC family from the IIl TD-determined April 1986, fair
market rent for a similar-size housing unit in the area.

Section 8 rental assistance. We valued section 8 assistance as the
amount paid by housing authorities for a family to the landlords as rent
subsidies.

School lunch. We valued school lunches by obtaining local data on the
average price charged for a school lunch in the county. All school-age
children in each sampled household were assumed to receiv'e free s(h(x)l
lunch benefits during April 1986. Assuming 20 school days in April, we
assigned a per child monthly value that ranged from $14 in Fulton
County to $20 in Alameda and CuyahogP counties. The per child
amounts were then summed to determine the family benefit.

U".

wic. We valued wi(, benefits at the dollar amount of the vouchers issued
to a family.

In developing our study methodologies and presenting the study results
we consulted the Congressional Budget ()ffice. Congressional Research
Service, the Bureau of the Census, and other federal agency officials, as
well as private consultants and experts. ()ur estimates are sutject to
variation f(or the f(ollwing reas(ins:

* The Census Bureau cations i i users (I" Sll' (lit Ihat ,. bec a Ise resl t nenls
fail to repo14rI accurat ely all ill nllne restI resalland a1 11 mi1s. Innlisehlold
slirveys such Is l'l' ten(l Iwi u1 to 1lest i fit 4' hic lthe i iniher oIf i)'rsonls
receiving iiin'ol mid I the avt'ragt' aillol lilt rect'ivtsl. IFor t'Xdlail)l', ti e
(('nsus1 Birt'all relpwled I hat I Im 4' se'(oild (urtler If I 984, sI'i' idt'ni i-
fied 14 l)('('t fewer \I-'14 reciIpiiits alld 9 I (re'neiit fett'r lFoo4d StamI ) i

p
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Introduction

recipients than did the agencies administering the programs., (Appendix
II provides more detailed information reported by the Census Bureau
concerning sIPP data quality, including underreporting.)

" The county data we obtained on nonwelfare income are also subject to
underreporting. For example, quality control monitoring for the AFDC

and Food Stamp programs consistently reveals some underreporting of
earnings and other incomes.

" Labor force activity and welfare program participation are subject to
variations that may not be reflected in an analysis of any I month's
data. For example, a 1985 study using monthly income data found that
between 14.0 and 16.3 percent of all households were poor in any given
month." When annual income data were used, the poverty rate dropped
to 12.2 percent. The study attributed the difference to variations in
income that occurred throughout the year. Thus, caution should be used
in attempting to annualize the monthly income data in this report.

" The latest sIpe data available were for 1984. Because county data for
1984 were not readily available, we used 1986 county data. Thus, our
national and count -data are not chronologically comparable.

" We were unable to develop valuing techniques similar to the recipient
and pove-ty budget share techniques for use at the county levels. There-
fore, family incomes are given only in terms of their value according to a
market value technique. If techniques similar to the recipient and pov-
erty budget share could have been used, income amounts would have
been lower than reported using the market value technique.

Our review was conducted in accordance with generally accepted gov-
ernment auditing standards, except that we neither assessed the sIPi
data reliability nor reviewed the counties' internal controls to ensure the
accuracy of welfare benefit payments. However, the Census Bureau per-
forms various tests to assure the accuracy of swio data and estimating
procedures, and federal and state agencies, through quality control and
other systems, periodically review county controls to assure welfare
payments are accurate. In addition, in accordance with the requester's
wishes, we did not obtain agency comments on a draft of this report.
IHowever, we reviewed our findings and policy implications with federal
and state program officials and a number of welfare consultants and

"S urea'au f t ha (' nasis. (Cuirre'nt Population ixtris, S1wris P-70. N 4. Eatnoin C(iara(I'ristics
of 1h1 alw'holds ini Ihe I til€ StateS s4'(( lfl( '" Iri9 , (1984 (O;(t% eilna I P'rinting ()ffic',+ W sLhi;L ig

tml. I _198r)

"inf A llanui hlk anl lit itmartn 'ilihms. Alteanativ t, rl Ny M S;LsurvS +mid I ie Alh<'atom of Fed€-
cral Beimfits ( Con r..-fssmal IBudIget (fftiv. I h ' 1985. pp 8 and 3f;
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experts, several of who commented on a draft of this report. We consid-
ered their comments in preparing this report.
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Chapter 2 -_

Amounts, Sources, and Key Factors Affecting
Family Incomes

Monthly income data from the national and four county samples showed
that incomes of two- to four-member AFDC families consist primarily of
benefits from welfare programs, and are affected by certain factors.
1.pecifically, we found that:

" Nationally, the monthly incomes of AFDC families averaged $819 at mar-
ket value and $646 at recipient value. Among the four counties sampled,
the average monthly income at market value, ranged from $790 to
$1,017.

" Nationally, the percentage of individual AFDC family incomes that came
from welfare programs averaged 92 percent at market value and 90 per-
cent at recipient value.

" Because of state discretion in setting AFDC payment levels, payments
vary widely among the states. However, AFDC payments are counted as
income to reduce some other cash and in-kind assistance levels, thereby
partially offsetting variations in AFDC payment levels.

" Factors that affect the amount and composition of individual AFDC fan-
ily incomes are state of residence, availability of housing assistance, and
earnings.

Because in-kind benefit valuation is such a significant consideration in
determining total incomes, where national incomes are shown, we iden-
tify the valuation technique used to assign a dollar amount to such bene-
fits. In-kind benefits in the county samples are shown using only market
value because a lack of local consumer expenditure data prevented us
from computing a recipient value.

AFDC Family Incomes Nationaliy, the average monthly incomes for AFDC families was $819 at
market value and $646 at recipient value, as shown in table 2.1. Under
both valuation methods, 50 percent of the families had monthly incomes
within $190 of the average.

Table 2.1: National Monthly Income
Amounts, April 1 9 8 4 " Average

Bottom Median (mean)
Valuation technique quarter income income Top quarter
Market $631 or less $759 $819 $917 or more'
Recipient 464 or less 563 646 738 or more

'Amounts are determined from 300 families with two three or four family members

r An estimated 10 to 20 percent of families had monthly incomes over $1 000 1 to 5 percent had monthly
incomes over $1 500 and 0 to 3 percent had monthly incomes over $2 000
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Chapter 2
Amounts, Sources, and Key Factors Affecting
Family Incomes

Among the four sampled counties, average monthly income at market
value ranged from $790 to $1,017, as shown in table 2.2. At least 50
percent of the families had incomes within $250 of the average in their
county.

Table 2.2: Monthly Income Amounts in
Four Counties, April 19868 Bottom Median Average

County quarter income income Top quarter
Fultonb $805 or less $991 $930 $1,177 or more

Cuyahoga 630 or less 810 790 1,021 or more

Albany 808 or less 911 906 1,081 or more

Alameda 887 or less 1,061 1,017 1,258 or more

aAmounts are determined from 799 families with two, three, or four family members

bFulton County is in the bottom third of state AFDC payment levels, Cuyahoga in the middle third, and
Albany and Alameda in the top third

Of the four counties, Fulton had the lowest average monthly AFDC pay-
ment level for two- to four-member families ($246) and Alameda the
highest ($539), a difference of $293. Yet, the average income for AFDC

families in Fulton was only $87 less than in Alameda, and was the sec-
ond highest of the four counties. This was because 76 percent of the
AFDC families in Fulton received federally subsidized housing compared
to 33 percent of the AFDC families in Albany, which had the second high-
est participation rate in subsidized housing.

Families with higher incomes living in one county may not enjoy a
higher living standard than those with less income in another county.
Cost-of-living data indicate, for example, that it costs considerably less
to live in Atlanta, Georgia (near Fulton County), than in San Francisco,
California (near Alameda County)., Cost-of-living data were not availa-
ble by county.

S.%

1,%

p.,,

'Fric A Itanushek and Roberton Williams. Alternat ive t'overtyv MeaLsures and the Allo'ation of Fd-

4.' eral Benefits (C)ngressional Rtdgct Office. 1)(4, 198- 5) p,. :38
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Chapter 2
.Amounts, Sources, and Key Factors Affecting
Family Incomes

Almost All AFDC Nationally and in the four counties sampled. 9 of 10 AFIX families par- -

ticipated in at least two federal welfare programs in addition to AFI'.Families Participate in Nationally, as shown in figure 2.1, participation was highest in the Medi- V

Other Welfare caid (100 percent),- Food Stamp (96 percent), and School Lunch (57 per-
,Pro'rams cent) programs. These were followed by the wic (18 percent), Public

lousing (17 percent), and Section 8 housing (15 percent) programs.

Figure 2.1: Percentages of AFDC
Families Participating in Major Welfare
Programs Nationally, April 19848 Percent
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"Amounts are determined from 300 famnhies withtwo three or fourf famfly members

In the four counties sampled, AI' family participation rates in major% N . . . .

welfare programs. except hoi sing p~r( )grams. were generally similar to .
the national rates (see table 2.3). .
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Chapter 2
Amounts, Sources, and Key Factors Affecting
Family Incomes

Table 2.3: Percentages of AFDC Families
Participating in Major Welfare Programs Food Housing School
in Four Counties, April 19868 County Medicaid stamps Section 8 Public lunch WIC

Fulton 100 94 27 49 63 17
Cuyahoga 100 97 6 7 60 22
Albany 100 99 14 19 43 39
Alameda 100 89 23 9 69 16

%Amounts are determined from 799 families with twvo three or four farni members

According to state and county welfare officials, no state or local pro-
gram provides recurring, long-term aid to AFIX recipients residing in the
four counties. They told us, however, that private sources-such as
ITnited Way, Salvation Army, church charities, and food banks-pro-
vide cash, food, and housing assistance on a temporary basis to needy
persons.

Most AFDC Family Nationally, the percentage of income for ind ,'idual .vt ' families that
came from welfL. e programs averaged 92 percent at market value and

Support Comes From 90 percent at recipient value. Three welfare programs-AH[', Medicaid,

Welfare Programs and Food Stamp-accounted for the bulk of the income. The families'
percentages of income from earnings averaged only 5 percent at market
value and 6 percent at recipient value. Their remaining income came
from other nonwelfare sources, including Social Security. veteran bene-
fits, alimony, and child support. (See table 2.4.)

Table 2.4: Average Percentage of
Income by Source for AFDC Families, Average percentage of incomeb
National Data, April 1984a Source Market value Recipient value

Welfare programs

AFDC 41 53
Medicaid 19 5
Food Stamp 18 17

" Other welfare 14 92 15 90
*Nonwelfare

Earned income 5 6
Other nonwelfare 3 8 4 10

' Total 100 100

'Amourts ate determined from 30i families wh t,*,o three or four family mernhers

-l ercentajo , (if i ndiiia fxo l , o v im 00ur1e were calcuiated and then averaqed for al families

,'oI
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Chapter 2 P
Amounts, Sourcei , and Key Factors Affecting
Family Incomes P

* Among the four counties sampled, the percentage of income for inidivid-
ual AFDC families at market value that came from welfare programs
averaged 92 percent in Albany. New York-, 94 percent in Alameda, Cali-
fornia; 96 percent in Fulton, Georgia; and 98 percent in Cuyahoga. Ohio.

* Number of AFDC Families Although the number Of AFFV families with earnings in our national
WithEaringsAppars sample was too small to make valid nationwide estimates, the Congres-

Small sional Research Service estimated that in 1983, on average, about
204,000 AFDC families had earnings (5.7 percent of the nationwide
caseload).;

To make county estimates of the numbers Of AFTDC recipients with earn-
ings, we combined our samples Of AFDC families living alone and those
living with others and estimated the percentage of households contain-
ing AFDc recipients with earnings. The results were: Cuyahoga, 3 per-
cent; Alameda, 7 percent; Fulton, 7 percent; and Albany, 16 percent.
These percentages were calculated using AFrX? recipients' earnings, and
excluded earnings by non-AFX? household members. While the number
of families with earnings (both nationally and in the four counties)
appears relatively small, earnings can significantly affect individual
family incomes, as discussed on page 27.

Differences among the counties in the percentage Of AFDC families with
earnings could be due, in part, to the availability of employment pro-
grams. For example, in Cuyahoga County-which had a low percentage
of families with earnings-officials told us that the county had a

. shortage of work program slots for all eligible AF)C recipients. On the
* other hand, officials in Albany County-which had a higher percentage

of families with earnings-reported successes with the county's employ-
ment and training programs. Time did not permit us to examine causes
for the disparities.

h.'C

Fo aogithen vauatonteique a d ahed familyntage, thinoe aoun ofvi-
Three Factors Affec AFD familioes affarecte valu threcae ftrs: welf sate ormsidne
IncomeAmounterged to wieriacet in Albanyew York;x 94aprent levls (2)aveaialy

Number of AFD Families oAlhousig assisnme; ofd A3C eariies.wt annsi orntoa

Ii.
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Chapter 2
Amounts, Sources, and Key Factors Affecting
Family Incomes

State of Residence Each state determines its AFI' payment level by developing a "need
standard" and establishing the percentage of the standard it will pay.
As of January 1987, 20 states paid 100 percent of their need standard,
and the remaining states paid from 31 to 90 percent. Because of such
discretion, AFDC payment levels vary dramatically among the states for
families of the same size. As of .Jantuary 1987, for example, maximum
AFDC payment levels for a three-recipient family ranged from $118 per
month in Alabama to $749 in Alaska: the median was $354.) In our four
sampled counties-selected to show how differences in AFIX payment
levels can affect total income-average .\FIX' payments to two- to four-
member families were: Fulton, $246( Cuyahoga, $288: Albany, $392;
Alameda $540.

Disparities in AFDC family incomes among states, caused by varying AFIX

payment levels, can be reduced when the families participate in other
programs. This occurs because AIh' payments are considered income
when calculating benefit amounts in certain other programs. Thus, the
smaller the AFX payment the higher the benefit from such programs as
Food Stamp, Public lousing, and Section 8 housing.

Availability of Housing Nationally, about one-third of the AFI" families received public or sec-
Assistance tion 8 housing subsidies that averaged $150 a month at market value.

As shown in table 2.5, nonsubsidized families, on average, received more
income from each of the other income sources, yet the total monthly
income of families who received housing subsidies was $33 higher.

Table 2.5: National Average Monthly
Income of AFDC Families With and Market value
Without Housing Subsidies, April 1 984a,b Type of income With housing Without housing Difference

Housing $150 • $150

AFDC 296 342 (46)

Food stamps 131 136 (5)

Medicaid 150 153 (3)
Earnings 33 88 (55)
Other 81 89 (8)
Total $841 $808 $33

'Amounts are hased on aoqgreqai, 1Ie i and sOld Iot f, ,) (I, I,) 0 .1rio - r. I
r(Jiv'((:,i fanily inc(rne ; t' , b ,

Anruit s x-r itlrwl wd from () 1,www l. ,wt ! - , i,t ,

I'W httv t -l , i t vI,I " Al~ 'l'- I-lil jk]l
I' *
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Chapter 2
Amounts, Sources, and Key Factors Affecting
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In the four counties sampled-which were primarily urban areas with
higher average housing rents than those in the nationwide mix of urban
and rural areas-the effect of housing subsidies was much more pro-
nounced. Public and section 8 housing subsidies, at market value, to
AFDC families averaged $422 in Alameda, California; $378 in Fulton,
Georgia; $263 in Cuyahoga, Ohio; and $245 in Albany, New York. As
shown in table 2.6, the average monthly income, at market value, of

families receiving federal housing subsidies exceeded that of nonsub-
sidized AFDC families by $452 in Alameda, $332 in Fulton, $299 in %
Cuyahoga, and $176 in Albany.

Table 2.6: AFDC Families With
Subsidized Housing Had Higher Incomes With housing Without housing Difference
Than Those Without, April 19668 Fulton $1,012 $680 $332

Cuyahoga 1,050 751 299

Albany 1 023 847 176
Alameda 1,327 875 452

aAmounts are determined from 799 families with two three or four family members

Public and section 8 housing assistance are not equally available in all
parts of the country, or even within some states. Most eligible AFDW fami- r%
lies do not receive such assistance. While we did not determine how
many of our sample families were eligible but did not receive housing
assistance, most families who do not own their homes likely would be
eligible. Nationally, in fiscal year 1984, only about 6 percent of all AFX
family units owned their homes.

Earnings Our national and county data showed that sampled AFIX" families with
earnings had higher total incomes than those without. lh)wever, because
of the small number of families with earnings, we were only able to
develop statistically valid results in Albany and Alameda counties.
Table 2.9 shows that the average monthly income of AFix- families with
earnings was significantly higher than that Of :\FIX' families without
earnings.
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Table 2.7: AFDC Families With Earnings
Had Higher Incomes Than Families Average monthly income
Without Earnings, April 19 8 6 ,b Albany, New York Alameda, California

With Without With Without
Income source earnings earnings earnings earnings

Earnings $308 $ • $465 $ •
AFDC 307 407 388 522
Other 470 424 322 368

$1,085 $831 $1,175 $890

aAmounts are based on aggregate data and should not be used to calculate average percentages of
individual family incomes by source.

bAmounts are determined from 600 families with two, three, or four family members.

As reflected in table 2.7, although earnings result in higher total family
incomes on average, families with earnings received lower AFDC benefits
because earnings reduce AFDC benefits.

Family Size Nationally and in the four counties sampled, the average monthly
income increased substantially as the AFDC family size increased, as
shown in tables 2.8 and 2.9.

Incomes increased with family size largely because AFDC family incomes
came primarily from welfare benefits, which generally increase as the
number of eligible family members increases.

Table 2.8: Nationally, Larger AFDC
Families Had Higher Total Incomes, April Average monthly income
1984" Market value technique Recipient value technique

Percent Percent
Number of members in family Income increase Income increase
2 $655 - $522

3 767 17 597 14

4 . ... . 1,039 - 35 ... . . 824 38

Percent of income increase 59 58
from 2 to 4 members
aAmounts are determined from 300 families with two, three, or four family members

.
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Table 2.9: In the Four Counties, Larger AFDC Families Had Higher Total Incomes, April 1986 a

Average monthly Income
Fulton Cuvahoga Albany Alameda

Number of members in Percent Percent Percent Percent
family Income increase Income increase Income increase Income increase
2 $774 • $603 * $743 • $801 _

3 950 23 820 36 963 30 1,057 32
4 1,099 16 1,084 32 1,159 20 1,272 20

Percent of income increase
from 2 to 4 members 42 80 56 59

aAmounts are determined from 799 families with two, three, or four family members.

%
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Chapter 3

Comparison of AFDC Faiy Incomes With
Poverty Line and Other Groups

National and county data show that AFDC family incomes rarely exceed
the poverty line when only cash income (AFDc, earnings, etc.) is counted.
But, their incomes frequently exceed the poverty line when in-kind ben-
efits are valued at market and counted along with cash incomes. How-
ever, frequent criticisms of the poverty line as not indicating need and
the controversy over valuing in-kind benefits, especially health care,
suggest caution in interpreting the poverty statistics in this chapter.

Average monthly incomes for AFDC families are considerably lower than
those of comparably sized families receiving welfare other than AFDc

and families receiving no welfare. Thus, compared with these groups, a
higher percentage Of AFDC family incomes are below the poverty line.
Further comparison showed that nationally,

* 8 percent Of AFDC families had cash incomes exceeding poverty thresh-
* olds. Counting their in-kind benefits, except Medicaid, at market value

increased the percentage to 26 percent, and at the recipient value to 21
percent. When Medicaid was included, these percentages further
increased to 60 and 27, respectively. A similar pattern was apparent in
the four sampled counties;

*the average monthly income for AFDC families, at market value, was
$205 and $580 lower than the average incomes of comparably sized
families in two welfare groups whose primary source of support was
earnings or other cash nonwelfare income; and

*the average monthly income for AFDC families was $1,042 lower than
that of single-parent families with three or fewer children not receiving
welfare.

How AFDC Famiily Though comparing welfare family incomes with the official poverty lineCompareis a widely accepted measure of a families' economic status, the povertyIncomes C m aeline has been frequently criticized. Official poverty thresholds
With the Poverty Line originated at the Social Security Administration in 1964. The poverty

line was based on the U.S. Department of Agriculture's 1961 Economy
Food Plan and sought to reflect consumption requirements based on
family size and composition. The formula that produced the poverty line
was derived from the Department of Agriculture's 1955 Survey of Food
and Consumption, which found that families of three or more spend
about a third of their income on food. Thus, the poverty line was set at
three times the cost of the economy food plan. The official poverty
thresholds have been updated annually since 1969 to reflect changes in
the consumer price index, and they embody the only national standards U
for measuring basic living needs.
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Chapter 3
Comparison of AFDC Family Incomes With
Poverty Line and Other Groups

Frequent criticisms of the poverty line as not being a reliable indicator
of need, include the following:

The costs and spending patterns assumed by the poverty formula have
changed. For instance, health care costs have risen much faster than the
overall cost of living, and recent surveys have found low-income fami-
lies spend less than one-third of their income on food.
The poverty line does not reflect geographic and family differences
other than family size. A 1984 study' showed that urban living costs can
be higher than rural living costs, and families with two adults have
higher costs than single-adult families of the same size.

Using national data, we compared the cash incomes of AFDC families and
the additive effects of their in-kind assistance, at market and recipient
values, against the poverty line. As figure 3.1 shows, counting in-kind
benefit income-particularly medical benefits at market value-moved
a considerable percentage of families above the poverty threshold. The
figure also demonstrates the effect of the significant difference in values
derived for Medicaid under the market value and recipient value
methods.

p.

A similar pattern was apparent in our sampled counties. Table 3.1
shows again the effect of including in-kind benefits at market value.
Because the expenditure data were not available locally, we could not
compute a recipient value for county data.

.' Table 3.1: What Is Counted as Income
. Determines How Many AFDC Families Percent of AFDC families above poverty

Have Incomes Exceeding Poverty thresholds
Thresholds, April 1 9 8 6 ,b Fulton Cuyahoga Albany Alameda

Cash only 4 • 7 8

Cash, food stamps 5 2 14 12
Cash, food (food stamps, WIC. 67 9 45 50

school lunch), housing

Cash, food, housing, medical care 77 67 96 97

"Amounts are determined from 799 families with two. three or fOLr family members

'In kind benefits are valued at market

I M IIINI.i'ii MaeIlorihl. E'va,l ll,,ti Alict'~lvo~s .tii.ollwi~ -.hi, I ta;.sririrl he N,{',i, i Insti ii([l ll( f~r

leA'ar(h on I'r irty. I i1 i rs "v itN W is in. It 1
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Chapter 3
Comparison of AFI)' Faily incomes With
Poverty Line and Other Groups

Fiue3.1: What Is Counted as Income

Determines How Many AFDC Family
Incomes Exceed Povert Thresholds, 70 Percent of Households Above Poverty Thresholds
National Data, April 1 984a

60

50

40

30

20p. 10
Cash Only Cash, Food Cash, Food Cash, Food,

Stam~ps (Food Stam~ps, Housing,
WIC, School Medical Care
Lunch),
Housing

Income Definition

F7 Income Valued by Market Tecnriq.ue

EaIncome Valued by Reopent Tochnque

aAmounts are determined from 300 families with two three or four family members

Among the in-kind benefits. Medicaid affected poverty status the most
and is the most controversial to value. While Medicaid benefits signifi-
cantly increase all AFIX' families incomes, they can be spent only for
medical care and not for such other basic needs as food and shelter that
the poverty threshold was intended to represent. An Advisory Commis-
sionl on Intergovernmental Relations-' argued that, unlike food and hous-
ing needs, the health needs of families in comparable circumstances
vary enormously depending on health status of household members.
Some researchers believe the assumed inco me from medical benefits dis-
torts perceptions about t he economic well-being of recip~ients. Because of
these potential distortions and the questionable list, of the poverty line
as an indicator, we feel that the information presented in this chapter is

hitsC(4lifh~s~oflwasurttep fwis (orgrq,siti 195!~ It, meonlote I1tlii fIi'Aresn5
f,'dral svsterri ajid to rec"Iittifil iiiijiro~tvIie,ii I t i" a 14rriiatui it OtSti l hipar san tbid rimr

-~~ set-ling the, e's,'qiitR, itid tigislalir, ftrall,Ill,~ t ftitt-l tmv, mid lo, l go\v r nns and th Iii 1 ibli,
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Chapter 3
Comparison of AFDC Family Incomes With
Poverty Line and Other Groups

more useful for comparing differences between valuation techniques, as
shown in figure 3.1, among locations, as shown in table 3.2, and recipi-
ent groups shown in figure 3.2 than comparing incomes with the pov-
erty line.

HCFamily Nationally, over 18 percent of all households received some type of wel-
fare benefit in April 1984. Of these households only one in five con-

Incomes Compare tained AFDc recipients. We compared AFDC family incomes to those of

With the Incomes of two types of households also receiving welfare benefits, but not AFDC or

Other Welfare Groups 5,.*i The groups were

" single-parent families with one to three children under the age of 18
who are primarily self-supporting and receive such supplemental wel-
fare assistance as food stamps or Medicaid, but not AFDC (93 percent of
the AFDC population lives in single-parent families); and

" married couples with one or two children under age 18 who are primar-
ily self-supporting and receive supplemental welfare assistance, but not
AFDC (married-couple families constitute only about 7 percent of all AFDC

families, but are the predominant family unit in the general population).

Like AFDC family incomes, the incomes of other welfare groups ranged
widely. But the other groups had median and average incomes, at mar-
ket value, that were higher than AFIX family median and average
incomes. As table 3.2 shows, married- couple families had the highest
monthly incomes.

Table 3.2: Monthly Incomes of Welfare
, Groups, National Data, April 19 8 4 0,b No. of

families Bottom
Family sampled quarter Median Average Top quartere

AFDC 300 $631 or less $759 $819 $917 or more

Single-parent 365 621 or less 893 1 024 1.167 or more
Martied-couple 359 855 or less 1.206 1 399 1 730 or more

'Amounts are determined from families with two three or four members

"In kind benefits are valued at market value

'The number and percentages of sampled families with monthly income over $2 000 are AFDC- 0 to 3
percent single-parent-3 to 9 percent married couple - 11 to 21 percent

"'vte ilxcl (ded ";'rl I - mii-, th' program .LssiiIs tie agd. ilind. au dt..,athl.l radtier .th n h a n ili,'. ',it1 Ih

i-hildrti, W hii'h v, iV Li',td fur iirlii risills
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Chapter 3
Comparison of AFD(C Family Incomes With
Poverty Line and Other Groups

Relative to the other welfare groups, AFIDC families received a larger por-
tion of their income from welfare and in the form of in-kind benefits, as
tables 3.3 and 3.4 show.

Table 3.3: Among Three Welfare Groups,
AFDC Families Had the Highest Average percent of monthly
Proportion of Welfare Income, National No. of families income-market valueb
Data, April 19840 Family sampled Welfare income Other income

AFDC 300 92 8

Single-parent 365 22 78
Married-couple 359 13 87
aAmounts are determined from families with two, three, or four members

"Percentages of individual family incomes by source were calculated and then averaged for all families

Table 3.4: Among Three Welfare Groups,
AFDC Families Had the Highest Average percent of monthly
Proportion of In-Kind Benefits, National income-market valueb
Data, April 1984a No. of families In-kind

Family sampled Cash income benefits
AFDC 300 50 so
Single-parent 365 78 22

Married-couple 359 87 13

aAmounts are determined from families with two three, or four members

5Percentages of individual family incomes bY source were calculated and then averaged for all families

Figure 3.2 shows that, nationally, 60 percent of .\H' families had
incomes, at market value, exceeding poverty thresholds compared to 71
percent of single-parent families and 79 percent of married-couple
families.
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Chaspter 3
Comparison of AFDC Family Incomes With
Poverty Line and Other Groups

Figure 3.2: Among Three Welfare
Groups, AFDC Families Exceed Poverty
Thresholds Least Often, April 19840 100 Percent of Families Above Poverty Thresholds

90

.-. 80
mmso

70

60

50

' 40

30

20

, 10

0

AFDC Single Married
Parents Couples

Note: Single-parent and married couple households receive welfare--but neither AFDC nor SSI. They
contain from 2 to 4 members. Figures reflect national data. Inkind benefits are valued using market
technique.

aSingle-parent and married-couple families received welfare, but not AFDC or SSI All families contain
two to four members Figures reflect national data In-kind benefits are at market value

How AFDC Family Studies show that single-parent families, as a group, have considerably
Com arelower incomes than married-couple and elderly families. To make ourIncomes Compare comparison, we used national data and selected single-parent families

With Incomes of with three or fewer children who were not receiving any form of wel-
Single-Parent Families fare. There were about 3.1 million of these families in April 1984.4

a-: Not Receiving Welfare The average monthly pretax income, at market value, of the nonwelfare

U;' families was $1,709 (not including a value for employer-provided bene-
fits, such as health care or pensions). If Medicaid is not included in AFIX'
family incomes, their average monthly income is $667 or $1,042 less
than nonwelfare families. Fifty percent of the nonwelfare families had

'a. average monthly incomes between $1,039 and $2,137. Further, nonwel-
fare families derived most of their income from earnings, but also

'The ('ensus ftlirea&tt' Sirv('y (if Income and Program 'articipalion (Sill' clut ns IInIor ;t lon ii 15
of ith(, largest welfare, prigrams
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Chapter 3
Comparison of AFDC Family Incomes With
Poverty Line and Other Groups

'ph'

received income from such sources as interest and Social Security pay-
ments. We did not reduce incomes for taxes, which can be significant,

especially for non-AFDC families. AFDC families with earnings would pay
Social Security tax and may also pay some income tax, but welfare bene-
fits are tax free. Figure 3.3 shows the respective incomes of AFDC and
nonwelfare families.

Figure 3.3: Nationally, Most AFDCFamilies Had Significantly Lower

Incomes Than Did Their Nonwelfare 80 Percent of Households

Counterparts, April 1 9 8 4
",b

70

60

°50

40

30 p

20 p

10 ,

0 0

Ranges of Monthly Income

ncome ,,l F () i., ,11Al

"Amounts are determined from 300 AFDC families and 644 nonwelfare families with two three and four
family members

bWe did not include the value of employer or union paid health insurance in the incomes of nonwelfare
families Therefore, we did not include a value for Medicaid in the incomes of AFDC families In kind
benefits are at market value

Eleven percent of the nonwelfare families had pretax incomes, not
including employe r-provided medical and pension benefits, that were
below the poverly line, con)ared with 74 percent of AFX' families,
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Chapter 3
Comparison of AFDC Family Incomes With
Poverty Line and Other Groups

whose incomes were also computed without including Medicaid. Some
nonwelfare families with low incomes may be "income-eligible" for wel-
fare assistance, but do not participate for reasons that could include an
inability to meet asset limitations, lack of knowledge about program eli-
gibility, and the stigma attached to welfare.

* Limited Information Our analysis Of AFDC families living with persons not receiving AFDC and%
their income was limited by the absence of usable data. County welfare %~on Incomes of AFDC records often lacked income information on non-AFOc members' incomes. %

Families Living With These records also lacked adequate identifying information such as
Others Social Security numbers, which are needed to trace participation in %

other assistance programs. We were unable to accurately determine total
income for households containing non-AFDC~ members at the county level.
Therefore, for the analyses and comparisons in this section, we used
only national data.

Nationally, 40 percent of sampled households with two to four AFDC
recipients included persons not receiving AFDiC. Such households had an
average of 2.4 members in addition to the members who received AFDC.
Figure 3.4 shows that the average monthly pretax income of households
with 2, 3, and 4 AFDC~ recipients and an average of 2.4 non-AF'DC members

I was $1,674, or $855 higher than AFDC families with 2, 3, and 4 recipients
living alone.

Figure 3.4: Households With AFDC and
Non-AFDC Members Have Higher
Average Incomes Than AFDC Families Average Monthly Income

Living Alone, National Data, April 19849

0 300 Goo 900 1200 1500 1800

SAFDC Families (2. 3 and 4 AFDC recipients)

SAFDC Households (2. 3 and 4 AFDC recipients and average of 2 4 non-AFDC members,

* aMarket technique used to value in kind benefits
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Chapter 3
Comparison of A1Fi)7iarniI3 Incolnie With
Poverty Line and Other Gro~ups

B~esides average incomes~t' b ing h ighr. hi m~u el d w ith Nlt and lionn-
AFIx, memlbers hit'( 11CIflc( Ise aboi i t I t- p' ivcrtN l ine mon re often t han (i(
AFD(' families living alone, as tahle 3 .5 shiows

Table 3.5: Comparison of Incomes
* Exceeding Poverty Thresholds Percent

Nationally, April 1984 199 households with AFDC 300 AFDC families
Income definition and non-AFDC members living alone

Cash Only 5
Cash plus in-kind benefits at

recipient values 0

Cash plus in kind benefits at market
values 71 6

The average income of households With1 AVIC and non11-AHt X' - members
includes noticeably less in-kind income and more casti-rimiarilv fronm

% earnings-than does the average incomec of .\,ix - families living aloneI. a,,

table 3.6 shows.

Table 3.6: Income Composition of
Households With AFDC and Non-AFDC Average percent of income-market value
Members and AFDC Families Living 199 households with AFDC 300 AFDC families
Alone, National Data, April 1984 Income type and non-AFDC members living alone

AFDC 20 41

Food stamps 8 18
Medicaid 13 19

Earnings 38 5
Other 21 17

'Percentages of individual family income by sources wore calculated and then averaged for ail farnii,s

Our limited analysis of thle income differences between AFXt families liv-
% ~ing alone and households with AFIK, and non-1 vIX' members indicates

that further study is needed to determine the relative income status of
AFDC recipients in the two household types. Remaining unanswered is
he question: H ow much income is available to support %pix, recipients'.)

Answers to this and other questions can depend on the AFI)(' recipients'
relationship to the nonl-AIX' household members. In response to Senator
Rot h's request dated March :11, 1987, we will provide further inforia-

ion m t te inomes and characteristics of :XFIX' ho0usehld Sn a te
rep~ort. 4
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Federal Welfare Policy
Implications

AFDC families living alone receive income amounts from numerous wel-
fare and nonwelfare sources. Most of their income is derived from fed-
eral/state welfare programs; on average almost half in the form of in-
kind benefits. Thus, their incomes are affected by a multiplicity of fed-
eral and state policies concerning program eligibility. benefit levels and
availability, and program interactions. Also, individual ,H 'x family
incomes are affected by where they live, receipt of housing assistance.
whether they have earnings, and family size.

Because individual state welfare policies and pract ices (an play a signif-
icant role with respect to family incomes, the current extent of state
discretion in setting AFVDC payment levels, eligibility criteria, and so on is
a necessary focus for welfare reform policy deliberations. TO some
extent, multiprogram participation and program interactions reduce
AFDC payment variations among the states. .v " payments are counted
as income in determining the benefit amounts of such other programs as
Food Stamp and Section 8 Hlousing. Thus, as AFIX* payments b('come-
larger, benefits from the other programs become smaller. It is import ant,
therefore, that in establishing benefit levels in a given welfare program,
interactions with other program benefits are considered.

While earnings significantly affect the income of AXvi" families with an
employed member, few had earnings, which indicates the possible need
for additional emphasis on training and work requirements.

AFIX' family incomes increased with family size largely because their
income came primarily from welfare benefits, which generally increase
as the number of eligible family members increases

National and county data indicate that some in-kind benefits may not be
equitably distributed. I lousing assistance, for examl)le, can significant ly
affect an ,\'Ix' family's total income, but such assistance is not equally
available in all states or even within some states. In effect some families.
preclude(i from receiving such assistance, must pay for their housing at
the market rate. Thus, families qualifying for assistance in similar cir-
'jnistances are often treated different ly. Attempts to address this

al)parent inequity might consider adjusting the AI' grants for families
not receiving housing assistance and/or adjusting the grants for those
already receiving such assist ance.

The number anti percentage of A, 'ID(" families whose inc'nIes exceed t he
t)O'et 'v line are largely depenldent on Ilie types of in-kind benefits that
are ()lflte(ld as ifl(( lne antd the In((Is used to \'alue then. Few A 1

0-"
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Federal Welfare Policy
Implications

family incomes exceed the poverty line when their cash incomes alone
are counted, but significantly more do when their in-kind assistance is
counted-which serves to highlight the importance of methods used to
value in-kind assistance in calculating individual and aggregate welfare
income.

Although in-kind benefits comprise about 70 percent of federal welfare
expenditures, there is disagreement about how such benefits should be
valued for the purpose of determining incomes, and whether such bene-
fits as Medicaid should be valued at all. At the request of the Congress,
the Census Bureau is seeking to resolve a number of valuation issues,
which, in our view, could significantly affect policymakers' perceptions
about AFDC family incomes. However, until agreements are reached on
these issues, uncertainties will persist about the relative poverty status
of welfare families.

Although comparing welfare family incomes to the official poverty line
is a widely accepted practice, the poverty line has received extensive

criticism as being obsolete and nonreflective of geographic and family
differences other than family size. While the poverty line remains the
only commonly used national standard for measuring basic living needs
income, the use of this standard continues to complicate efforts by the
Congress and others to determine whether welfare benefits are adequate %
and properly targeted to the various poverty groups.

AFDC family incomes are generally less than comparably sized families
receiving other welfare, such as food stamps but not AFC, and those

receiving no welfare. Thus, a higher percentage of AFDC families have
incomes below the poverty line than do the other groups. A large per-
centage of AFDC family incomes are composed of in-kind assistance.
Thus, in addition to being less fungible than those incomes consisting
mostly of cash, AFDC family incomes are more susceptible to valuation
problems.

Both national and county estimates of family incomes may be affected
by program participation and income misreporting on Census Bureau
surveys and to welfare agencies. Our estimates are subject to additional %
variations because of in-kind benefit valuation problems, and because "
we used monthly data that does not reflect annual labor force and wel-
fare program participation effects. %

P
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Appendix I

Bureau of the Census Description of Noncash
Valuation Techniques

This appendix contains descriptions of the procedures used than the cost of the meal The value of the benefit varies de

to develop and assign values to each of the five types of non pending on how much the student pays for the lunch In the case

cash benefits valued in this study. These benefits are I I I food of school lunches, it is difficult to identify the analogous good

stamps, 12) school lunches. (3) public or other subsidized rental in the private market place since such a large proportion of

housing, 14) Medicaid, and (5) Medicare The first section schools participate in the program. It was decided, therefore.

describes procedures for the market value approach; the second, to assign market values that were equal to the amount of money

procedures for the recipient or cash equivalent approach; and and value of commodities contributed by the Department of

the third, procedures for the poverty budget share approach. Agriculture and State governments (excluding contributions

directly from student payments for lunches)

MARKET VALUE Data from the Department of Agriculture allowed the calcula

tion of the amount of contributions per meal served These con

The market value concept values the noncash benefit at the tributions differ for each of the three categories of lunches (1

cost of the specific goods or services in the private market place, paid (full price), 2) reduced price, and (3) free Table 8 1 shows

The procedures used to assign market values to noncash benefits the total contributions per meal by type of lunch for 1979 to

require the identification of analogous goods or services in the 1984. These figures were multiplied by 167 days to obtain an

private market place and estimation of the cost of the goods or annual estimate per child. This assumes an average school year

services. Because it is sometimes difficult to find and value goods of 180 days and 93 percent attendance. These amounts were

or services in the private market place that are precisely the same multiplied by the number of children in each family reporting that

as those provided by the noncash benefit program, various they usually ate a hot lunch offered at school.

assumptions and compromises were made in the estimation

process. Details of the market value estimation process are con- Public and other subsidized rental housing. The noncash benefit

tained in the following subsections for each noncash benefit. for public or other subsidized rental housing was defined as the

difference between the market rent of the housing unit and the

Food stamps. Valuing food stamps was the simplest and most subsidized or lower rent paid by the participant. The market value

straightforward of the market value procedures. The market of the benefit is equal to this difference Data on the market rent

value assigned was the annual face value as reported in the of public housing units are not readily available Since these data

survey; i.e., the face value is equal to the purchasing power of are the key to estimating market values, procedures were

the food stamps in the market place. developed to estimate market rents,

The market rent estimation procedure was based on survey

School lunches. All children eating lunches prepared in schools data from the 1979 and 1981 Annual Housing Survey IAHS)

that participate in the National School Lunch Program receive national samples conducted by the Bureau of the Census The

a subsidy or benefit because the price paid by the student is less AHS was chosen for several reasons First, it collected rela
=Is

'p.

5t Table B-1. Contributions per Meal and Annual Market Value Subsidies for National School Lunch
S Program, by Cost Status of Lunch: 1979-84

Irleiren In, 11w dllurs)

I A I I Aiitl i ra1 Aiirili~r r AiiirI neI A,ii r-el , i n e iriel

lJIl pric..... . .11 *r .. r .1 ri .,., . .li .2 .v .

KI i [' .1 rice.. Ii 2'. i, iq* i l l. , 1l . 5I-.9 2Al siM i l

Note For the 1984 per meal cost status of lunch shown in the reproduced table B 1 we deducted the
25-cent subsidy that all children receive from the reduced price and free lunch subsidy amounts to
derive the portion of the subsidies that is based on financial need
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Appendix I
Bureau of the Census Description of Noncash
Valuation Techniques

tively current data on monthly amounts paid for rent and utilities, calculation of average market values for the rent subsidy. These
Second, it allowed identification of public or other subsidized averages were simply the difference between the average
housing units. Third, the AHS had a relatively large sample size, simulated market rents and the average reported subsidized rents
about 60,000 households. Finally, the survey can provide data paid. Tables B-2, B-3. and 8-4 show the average market rents.
needed for future updates. average subsidized rents, and average market value subsidies

The first step in' the market rent estimation procedure was used in the assignment of market values for public housing. The
development of a method to "statistically" match public and values in these tables are averages derived by combining the
private market rental units with similar housing characteristics. 1979 and 1981 data. The averages were replaced by rent-to-
In this process, each sample public or subsidized housing unit income ratios for purposes of making the actual calculation.
was matched to two nonsubsidized units with similar housing Market value estimates for public housing described here dif-
unit characteristics. The average market rent for two matching fer somewhat from those used in the original Technical Paper

private market units was assigned as the market rent for each 50 work because slightly different procedures were used.
matching public or other subsidized rental unit. The average The original work covering 1979 used data from the 1979 AHS;
market rent for two nonsubsidized units was assigned rather than however, valuation techniques based on hedonic regression pro-
s rental amount from only one unit in order to help stabilize the cedures yielded lower estimates of market rent for the public
estimated market rents, housing units and thus lower market values for the noncash

• Once the assignment of a market rent had been made to each housing benefit.
public or subsidized rental housing unit on the 1979 and 1981 The rent-to-income ratios used in the assignment of the market
AHS sample files, tabulations of average market rents and value subsidy were held constant for all years. This meant that
average subsidized rents paid were made. An examination of the market value subsidy for public housing was fixed as a func-
these data indicated that the data for both years should be com- tion of income level based on the combined 1979 and 1981 data.
bined in order to provide larger sample sizes and thus more stable This procedure yielded market value subsidies that changed only
estimates for the market and subsidized rents, slightly over the period.

The tabulation and combination of the market rent and sub-
sidized rent data for 1979 and 1981 were followed by the

Table B-2. Mean Annual Market Rent for Public or Other Subsidized Housing Units, by Total
Household Money Income and Size of Family Unit

(Figures in dollars. Combined data from the 1979 and 1981 Annual Housing Sursey)

Total household noney income

Size of family unit Less $5,000 $7,500 $10.00 $12,500 $15,000 S17,500 $20,000
than to to to to to to or

$5,000 $7,499 $9,999 $12,499 $14,999 17,499 $19,999 more

Householder 65 years and over:
One person ................... 2,675 3,211 3,597 2,884 3,841 2,388 . 2,344 2.648
Two persons or more .......... 3,049 3,208 3,158 3,728 3,472 3,604 3,t27 5,048

Householder under 65 years in--
MarrIed-couple family
households: 

,11,4 3 82 3:92.,v Two persons ................. 2,894 3,203 3,583 3,432 3,995 4,1109 3,822 3,924
Three persons ................ 3,316 3,268 3,539 3,412 3,723 4,34 4,355 4,570
Four persons ................. 3,450 3,470 3,680 4,047 3,858 3,423 4, 313 3,922
Five persons................ 4,244 3,533 3,9h2 3,590 4,155 4,!94 4,578 3,642
1x persons ................. 3,924 3,699 4,004 3,388 ) 1(] 4,313 1,7b4 5,129
Seven persons or more....... 4,0125 ],(1()9 4,7201 3,111) 4,8019 3,h85 4,290 5,880

Lther family households:
Two persons ................. 3,185 3,500 3,297 3,H31 ,831 4,424 4,418 4,284
Three persons ............... 3,305 3,478 4,190 3,882 3,528 3,72b 3,534 4,068
Four persons ................ 3,384 1,450 3,691 4,319 4,527 4,192 4,994 4,498
Five persons ................ 3.325 3,481 3,321 3,933 3,389 4,908 4,481 4,020
Six persons................... 3111 3,298 4,381 4,122 5,658 4,826 .38 3,414
Seven persons or more ....... .3,411 3,712 4,9801 3.994 5,278 5,748 4,29. 2,646

Nonfamily households:
One person .................. 2,478 3,073 3,312 3,323 3,262 3,o11 4,468 4,824
Two persons................. 3. 489 4,378 4,183 4,440 3,498 3,407 9,120 3,490
Three persons or more ....... ...5,61 5112 5,0,0 4,424 3,t48 4,122 2,322 3,594
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6.

Table B-3. Mean Annual Subsidized Rent for Public or Other Subsidized Housing Units, by Total
Household Money Income and Size of Family Unit

(Figures In dollars. Combined date from the 1979 and 1981 Annual Housing urveos)

Total household money incomc

Size of family unit Less $5,000 S7,500 [$10,00 S12,511 S15,110 S17,5uO S20.000

than to I to I to to to to or
$5,000 $7,499 $9,999 $12,499 S14,999 $17,499 $19,999 more

Householder 65 years and over:

One person .................... 1,058 1.541 2,217 1,942 1,145 1,632 ,h3 1,885
Two persons or more ........... 1,290 1,518 2,066 2,172 2,102 2,232 1,032 3,171

Householder under 65 years in--
Married-couple family I

households: I
Two persons ................. 1,454 1,990 2,249 2,428 2,285 3,013 2,953 3,0)92
Three persons ............... 2,111 1,933 2,433 2,549 2,869 2.984 3,333 2,928

Four persons ................ . 1794 1,849 2,256 2,481 2,451 2,976 1,607 2,799

Pive persons ................. 1,945 1,859 2,081 2,243 2,469 2,642 3,358 2,538
Six persons ................. 1,696 1,852 2,203 2,335 1,947 3,224 2,421 3,792

Seven persons or more ....... 1,492 1,652 1.959 1,976 3,h91 2,242 2,493 3,553

Other family households:
Two persons ................. .1,482 1,552 2,119 2,688 2.749 2.912 2,933 3,332
Three persons ............... 1,344 1,863 2,150 2,265 2,394 3,157 2,331 2,297
Four persons ................ 1,434 1,976 2,055 3,141 3,703 2,289 2,493 1,845
Five persons ................ 1,352 1.903 1.86g9 2,832 1,728 2,400 2,756 3,494

Six persons ................. 1.387 1,494 1,541 1,908 3,324 2,663 1,391 2,375

Seven persons or more ....... 1,264 1,763 2,007 1,595 1,74h 2,616 2,006 1,380
Nonfamily households:

One person .................. 1,232 1,618 2,237 2,286 2,620 2,219 5,784 3,142

Two persons ................. 1,585 2,900 2,590 2,424 2,304 2,482 3,2014 3,011
Three persons or more ....... 2,820 1,464 1,7941 2,239 2,808 3,480 708 2,h40

Table B4. Mean Annual Market Value of Housing Subsidies for Public or Other Subsidized Housing
Units, by Total Household Money Income and Size of Family Unit

(Figures in dollars. Cmbined data from the 1979 and 1981 Annual Housing Surveys)

Total household money income

Size of family unit Less S5,000 $7,500 $10.000 $12,500 S15,000 S17,500 $20,000
than to to to to to to or

$5,000 S7,499 $9,999 $12,499 $14,999 S17,499 19,999 more

Householder 65 years and over:

One person .................... 1,617 1,670 1,380 942 696 756 713 763

Two persons or more................ h,6 1,690 1,092 1,556 1,370 1,371 595 1.897

Householder under h5 years in~ a
Married-couple family

households:

Two persons ................. 1,440 1,213 1,334 1,003 1,711 996 869 832 R
Three persons ............... . . ,05 1,335 1,10h 1,()63 853 1,38o 1,()23 1 .(42

Four persons ................ 1,656 1,621 1,424 1,5h7 1,40b 647 707 1,123

Five persons ................ 2,318 1,675 1,881 1,347 1,h8h 1,553 1,220 1.105
Six persons................. 2,228 1,847 1,800 1,053 1,054 ],()89 1.341 1,337

Seven persons or more ...... 2,532 1,357 2,761 1,134 1,117 1,444 1,79h 2,327

Other family households:
Two persons ................. 1,703 1,948 1,178 1,144 I,062 1,512 1,485 953

Three persons ............... 1,961 1, 15 2,040 1,618 1,1,4 569 1,233 1,771
Four persons ................ 1,952 1,474 1,635 1,177 824 1,903 4,501 2,h53

Five persons ................ 1,972 1,578 1,452 1, 1w1 I,6t61 2,508 1,7I1 526
SI persons ............... 1,724 1,804 2,840 2,214 2,334 2,16l 1,798 1,139

Seven persons or more. 2,177 1,950 2,973 2,399 3,531 3,132 2,288 1,26h

Nonfamil households:
One person .................. 1,446 1,455 1,074 1,1037 h42 792 684 1,683

Two persons .................. 1,9)3 1,478 :.593 2,016 1,194 925 5.916 479

Three persons or more ....... 2,850 3,ht' 3,211 2,385 840 642 1:614 954
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Medicare and Medicaid. Procedures used to assign the market original Technical Paper 50 study covering 1979 showed
value of Medicare and Medicaid coverage are based on an in relatively small differences for most St-tes. but large differences .1
surance value concept. A major problem in the assignment of for a few States These apparent problems were traced to major
market values is the identification of a comparable good in the revisions to the HCFA Medicaid data following completion of the
private market and estimation of the cost of the comparable original valuation work Considering the relatively small dif
good The comparable private market, in the case of Medicare ferences for most States. the problems in obtaining an adequate
and Medicaid. would be nonprofit insurance companies charg- ever enrolled estimate, and the major revisions made to the t979
ing premium amounts that cover the cost of benefits and Medicaid data. it was decided to compute the market values for
overhead. Medicaid based on estimated recipient counts readily available

In the absence of a similar private market, the market values from HCFA Use of this procedure may overstate the value i
of Medicare and Medicaid were determined using program data somewhat but provides a more consistent and stable data base
covering the total amount of medical vendor payments and for the examination of the effect of noncash benefits on changes
numbers of persons covered or enrolled in the program, including in poverty levels during the 1979 to 1984 period Administrative
those covered but not receiving medical care benefits from the costs were also excluded in the calculation of Medrcaid benefits.
program.

The market values for Medicare are shown in table B-5 for RECIPIENT OR CASH EQUIVALENT VALUE
1979 and 1984. These values were obtained by dividing medical
benefits paid by the number of enrolle-s. All calculations of The recipient or cash equivalent concept attempts to assign a
market value were made separately by State and risk class As value to the noncash benefit that would make the recipient feel
can be seen in the table, the Medicare risk classes were the lust as well off as the noncash benefit itself This concept reflects
aged lpersons over age 651 and the disabled Supplemental the value the recipient places on the benefit The recipient or r
medical insurance (SMII premiums were assumed to be paid by cash equivalent concept assures that the value assigned never
all enrollees and were, therefore, deducted in the market value exceeds the market value and is. in most cases, less then the
calculation process. These amounts of SMI premiums have not market value
been deducted from the values shown in table 8-5 The data in Two procedures have been used by researchers to estimate
these tables include expenditures for the institutionalized popula recipient values These are the utility function approach and the
tion The market values based on vendor payments that exclude normal expenditures approach Both of these approaches have
institutional expenditures were estimated to be about 2 percent advantages and disadvantages The malor problem in either case.
lower in all States even though this factor differed slightly from however, is a lack of data needed to adequately estimate
State to State. Unlike the earlier study, no adjustment was made recipient value accurately A more detailed discussion of the
to the average value to account iir small amounts of program recipient value concept snd problems of estimation is con
administrative costs. All of the data used in the estimation of tamed in Technical Paper 50
the market value of Medicare are available from the Health Care The normal expenditure approach was used to estimate
Financing Administration IHCFA). Department of Health and recopent values in this study The first step in this technique isHuman Services to obtain expenditure data for households purchasing the good

The market values for Medicaid are shown in tables 1-6 and or service in the private market in this valuation effort, the
B 7 for 1979 and 8B 8and B 9 for 1984 Separate market values general procedure was to tabulate an average annual household
based on inclusion and exclusion of institutional expenditures expenditure matrix defined by a set of cross classifying variables
have been provided to illustrate the large differences in market The next step was comparison of the previously assigned market
values resulting from the exclusion or inclusion of benefits paid value of the noncash benefit to the average Inormall expenditure
on behalf of institutionalized individuals Four risk classes were in the appropriate cell of this matrix The recipient value
defined for estimating the market value of Medicaid These were assigned was equal to the average value in the matrix unless
aged blind or disabled, dependent children under age 21 and this value is greater than the market value in this situation, the
adults aged 21 to 64 The calculations for the child and adult recipient value is constrained making it equal to the market
risk classes were restricted to expenditures and recipients in Aid value
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) units Calculations
exclhled the r'other title XIX recipients and benefits as shown Food stamps. The recipient or cash equivalent values for food
in the annual HCFA tabulation stamps were based on data from the Consumer Expenditure

The computation of market values for Medicaid was nor made Survey ICES) diary sample The CES is conducted by the Bureau
based on the eve, enrolled population Estimating ever enrolled of the Census under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Labor
populations within risk class and State for Medicaid is difficult Statistics Since this survey has a relatively small sample size. %
There are no administrative or survey data available that can be it was necessary to corbine expenditure data for 1980 1981.
used lo develop accurate ever enrolled figures and the figures and 1982 in order to improve the stability of the normal expen
on those. receiving benefits are weak for some States, often re diture matrix Table B 10 shows the figures used in the assign
quiring revision An examination of estimates of market value meat of recipient value for food stamps These figures include
based on recipients of Medicaid benefits with market value both food consumed at home and away from home In practice,
estimates based on the ever enrolled figures derived for the the average subsidy amounts were replaced by subsidy to
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Table B-5. Annual Market Value for Medicare, by State and Risk Class: 1979 ind 1984

(F I1,rg- In 1994 dollars)

9Eate 179 risk class 1984 risk class

Age 95 and oer Blind and disabled Age 65 and over Blind and disabled

nited 'tate ............ I,Q29 1,670 1,672 2.120

Cab-a a. . . . .. .. 1,99 1,8907 1,440 1.796
A ask ................... !,524 2,413 1,602 2.489
Arlona ....... ....... .. 1,2. 1.942 I,b2l 1,998

Arkansa ................ 9H7 I,h93 .043 1,650
C lf rnl .............. 1.7' 2,6S2 2,267 2,779

C,2 rAd91 ................ 2 0 39 1,592 1,880

Conne t I-a ............. , 91 2,1151 1,967 2,368
ewr . ............ 1. Wq62 1,775 1,845

l)litrct 959 3 ,h1..... 1, 3,30 1 3,032 3,998
Fiorld" .... .... .. 1,41 7 2, 364 1, 761 2.295

Georglo .. . .......... 1 ,6) I .h99 1,417 1,844

Haw.al i .. . . ... ... 299 .82h 1,885 2,566

ldah ................. .. 97 1, 547 1,035 1.496

I I I I nol ................ I , 529 2, 397 2, 139 2,643
Indiana .... . ..... 1, 14 1,928 1,597 1,912

ro ..................... 1 I89 1,915 1,498 1,675

Kan ... ............ ... 1 .295 2,111 1,976 1,874 r

Kent7 ikv ................ 94 1,633 1,086 1,473

I'- I l Ian ........ 1 .8()4 1,195 1,724
Maine ............ I9...... 1.952 1,464 1,541

r lnd ............... . 2,454 2,089 2,535

Masn.ch..se .. .. 97 5 2, 530 1,768 2.311
Ml -hi an ................ , 1 2.537 2,034 2,175

M nnesot A ............... ., 21 I. 877 1. 793 1, 197

Min sisippl ............. I IOh 94 1,118 1,775

Misso-ri .. . ...... . I, 4,2 2, 154 1, 474 1.978
M1,2 ..7........... . 1 . ,699 1, 211 1 ,253
NehtaO1 . ................ I , 12.,' 1, 734 1,f54 1,678

%ev- d .................. I , 59M 2,h72 2, 121) 2, 180
New ampshire ......... ..22 1,969 1,61 1,657

Ne- Jr ............. ,195 2,217 1,875 2,740
NeM .lex-, ............. ,}99 1,820) 1,146 1,465 %
Ncw Y-rk ................ 1,.. 2,125 1,719 2,299

rr th r 'I .......... 4h,' 1,574 I, 342 1,623
N,rth !Iakta ............ I.2h 2,165 1,427 2.182

'hl, ........ . ... ... I .,h 2,147 1,615 1,818

7 ,1h,1 ................ 1 I1 1,892 1,213 1.742
.................. I . 209 1,951 1,377 1.733

P -V r ni ............ i,7 2,325 1,79h 2,462

Alcole ......... I7.99 2,171 1,9942 1,672
-, - .......... hh 1,593 1.290 1,571

,),th D k ............ 1. 1,8()9 1,392 1.276
747............... I 1,472 1 , 134 1,761

1,2.1~~~ 2,9 1,49 22
............... .... . I') 1. 27 1 2RI 1,742

.' r1 95t ................. 1I,3h 1, 3 f I
V r ............... I, I.'4 1,9 4 1.492 2,009
4nnh I n ........... 1,115 1.7'.9 1.315 1,953 )
W'r.1 Vtr, ln .......... 94 1,759 1,ll 1,351
WtI , I n .............. I '. 1 1,972 1,55 1,788 C

W v, n g ................ I IS1 1,922 1,208 :,651
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Table B-6. Annual Market Values for Medicaid Including Institutional Expenditures, by r
State and Risk Class: 1979

IF Fi gure lI 1481. dolla
1

)P

Age 65 Blind and Age 21-64, Age less than 21,

tIate and over disahied nondinabled nondisabled

ied . .................... 7,999 1671 l,006 477

Ala .... ........ '94 5 ,614 H319 328

Al.k ............ h445 5,914 1,029 41
A Ar I- .... o .... o... .. .. .. 2,999 3,671 1 ,1)(-6 477
Arkansa ....................... ... . 1 952 2,407 72 7 338

Ca I fornia .......... ,93 2, 180 963 475

Colorado ...... .... 2,8h 5,511 91b 341
ConnectLct ......... 62. h33 4,402 1,025 515

Delaware ........... 5, 1 3 t,698 806 358
DistrIc-t t Col .i ............. 2,828 4,993 1 ,304 731
Florida ............ . . i, 91 I , 742 763 388
,t .eorg i a .......... 2, 129 2, V(6 926 371
Hawai .......... 3. 3, 754 3,492 912 402

9 Idaho ..................... . .. 3, 7h6 4,443 814 411
SI i tnoi ..................... .. . 3 77 4,25 1,'9)5 497

Indiana .................. . ... 5,697 5,946 1,049 424

Iw...... ..... ,889 5,i29 997 462

Kans.s .......... 3. 4. 59 1 5459 894 346

Kent i"kv .......................... I .18 1 1,855 647 289

l.o ls iana .s ................. ..... 2,1111 2,643 717 331
falste ... ......... ., . 1 1,703 645 329

Maryland .......................... 1,628 2,401 1,022 545
massachst t s..................... 1,938 4,6 Ib 1, l8 525

ichigan ......................... 3,984 5,2(1 1,772 2522
'i nesot ......... 4638 5. t,,324 933 399

Mls is lppi ....................... 1,128 1,h66 574 268
Missri ... ....... 1,877 2,219 747 311

M 'IL ara ........................... 3 ,I)0 ,402 967 386

Nebr s.k ...................... .. . 3..7 .,957 944 439
NeOda . . ........ 3..6............ . , 4 4 , 063 97 3 409
Nr Iaspohi re .......... 4. 5,504 3,925 790 439

New .ersey ......... 4. 5,644 1,771 914 574
Nr- les1 .................. . ... ,893 2, 184 787 333 A

.,.w Y .. . ....... 4..7..1...... . 1,2A2 8,489 1.547 788
,inth r i na . . ............ . 2 .21 2,712 783 326
, North l)ak,,t a . ........ .. ... , 4 753 .H44 l,1 548

I ,, .... ......... . . .) . . .4mh 1 3 51 398
,r lolnla.................. .1186 a,

3
2(4 4Sf 399

............................ i. h S .. , 20h I 84 230
. t . . .. ... 4.. 1 . .2 3,4 7 Is 354

.h s>,lla .1......... l 2,2 727 345
It. 4r 1 t7oo ....... .2,5h 1hO 246

.,I71 ........... ... ... .5 .4O 379
Iextw .............. ...... .. . 2 .1.2_81 2 244 864 434

1,A 1. 1i13 94681,h..................... 3l,8)) S,l I) 9 7 608

, ,,t ..... ... .1 ,9,h21 780 412

.lr91t I ........... ... 41. 4 9 406
I ..,, ........... ...... .. ... 4 9o01 401

We-) (IrvgI' Io. ........... .. .. . 'l j 11,44 1274
.' . .11 ........... os124 422

W'mtg. ....... ....... .. "-.. . 3, I " 19- " 280 %
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Table B-7. Annual Market Values for Medicaid Including Institutional Expenditures, by

State and Risk Class: 1984

(Figures in dollars)

Age 65 Blind and Age 21-h4, Age less than 21.

State and over disabled nondisabled nondisabled

United States ......... .......... .. 4,037 4,.124 8S9 430;

Alabama .... .. .......... •........... 1,69h 2.116 72') 308

Alaska ..,.......•.......•.........:.. 7,604 10,422 1,272 b6b

Arizona ........................... 4,037 4,124 8S9 43o

Arkansas ......................... 2,30)3 3.(068 95 25

California ....................... 1.653 2,535 722 384

Colorado .......................... 3,013 5,402 829 364

Connecticut ...... , ................ 7,M28 6,736 1,073 12

Delaware .......................... ,253 4.421 758 389

District of Columbia .............. 7,07]5 4,217 597 315

Florida ........................... 2,81(1 2,765 585 281.,

Georgia ........................... 2,265 2,758 1.01) 404

Hawaii ............................ 4,792 3,741 890 378

Idaho ............................. 4,759 S,2 12 890 398

Illinois .......................... 3,561 4,085 860 427

Indian* ............... ,............ 6,109 6,348 1,270 522

Iowa .............................. 3,594 5,080 856 447

Kansas ............................ 2,458 3,436 5S8 31j7%

Kentucky .......................... 2,269 2,108 59128

Louisiana ......................... 2,615 4,310 1,030 450

Maine ............................. 4,76b 3.911 820 376

Maryland .......................... 5,353 2,877 1,IuO 590

Massachusetts ..................... 4,610 5,325 1.118 597

Michigan .......................... 4,101 4,391 954 368

Minnesota ......................... 7.579 10,682 896 430411%

Mississippi ....................... 1.906 1,737 7%4 338

Missouri .................. . . ... 3,267 3.1L60 733 418

Montana ................. ... .... 3,722 2,505 901 301

Nebraska .......................... 4,246 5,303 832 468

Nevada ................... ......... 3,853 5,981 977 523

New Hampshire ..................... 6,564 5,596 539 281

New Jersey ........................ 5,999 4,897 1,045 439

New Mexico ........................ 2,976 3,650 1,072 422

New York .......................... 8,q21 7.214 996 610

North Carolina .................... 3.781 4,443 902 429

North Dakota ...................... 5,964 6,4b9 921 646

Ohio .............................. 5,264 5,140 962 467

(Oklahoma .......................... 3,0)14 3.67S 1,002 692

Oregon ............................ 3,844 4,992 916 338

fennsylvania ...................... 5,446 4,864 7 3 361

Rhode Island ...................... 5,291 5,398 681 321

So.,th Carolina .................... 2, 310 2,211 540 172

South Dakota ...................... 4,894 7,O7 954 527

Tennessee ......................... 2,65b 2,561 1,036 607

Texas ............................. 2,687 4,585 1,112 419

Utah .............................. 3,792 6,261 858 374

Vermont ........................... 44 5 5,193 812 372

Virginia .......................... 4,003 3.724 922 337

Washington ........................ 1,848 4,734 885 442

Went Virginia ..................... 2,1 1,215 467 216

Wisconsin ......................... 5,o97 5,189 734 427

Wyoming ........................... 4,967 3,856 92h 429
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Table B-8. Annual Market Values for Medicaid Excluding Institutional Expenditures, by
State and Risk Class: 1979

(Figures in 1984 dollars)

Age 65 Blind and Age 21-h4, Age less than ZI,
State and over disabled nondI h I ed non I sahIed

United States ........... ...... 597 1,[3 995 .49
Alabama ........................... 429 1,129 9)' J2H

Alaska ....................... .. . t95 1 , 587 I 25 19W

Arizona .... ....... 597 1,911 995 -9

Arkansas ...................... ... 451 995 727 3h

California ........... h58 1.7(,1 9hn1 .72

Col orado .......................... 474 . 1 2
Connecticut 7.. .......... 71 1,972 9

Delaware. ......... 588 71 9,7 159
District of Columbia ...... 1,3 3,6h2 1, Ih. 7/5
Florida ...................... .. . 35 1, 179 77 1 Ise
Georgia ...................... ) ,4 92h 171
Hawaii............................ 71 1 I, 617 91' 4 '1

Idaho ......................... .. 584 1.551 e1. IIt
lloi .. . ... ... 761 2, 19 ','92 44

nin.......... ... .. 71 ,5.II ndiana .......................... 791 2, 21 ] I4 I 0

Iowa... ........ 675 14ql 7 462
Kansas ........... 52 , 222 329
Kentucky ......................... 319 I 65 h- 297

Louisiana ......................... . ... .. . 2 I "'5' 7 37 12$
Maine ................................. 402 3, 171 h40 329

Maryland ........................... h7S I 995 I, S9 S4S

Massachusetts..................... .... . 248 2. 169 1,5I 5o'

Michigan .......................... h . If 2 51' I , s .5s
Minnesota ........................... 757 1,I32 427 1q

M ississippi ........................ 475 1 I1i 57' 2S9
Missouri ........... 479 I ,24 7,7 IlI

Montana ........ .................. 6 27 2."Is q7 IMs

Nebraska .......................... 7)4 1 724 $4, . 5

Nevada .... ...... .6.4 2. .)9 654 2,82
New Hanpshire ................. ... 671 2 r() 744,

SNew Jersey ....................... 7o1 I 9''' 914 151

New Mexico ........ ....... .. 495 I 5hl 797 132

New York .......... ........ . . 74 IS 9 75
0 North Carolina ........... .... .. 7 I . ..9. 322

North Dakota ................. hi. 2. .,1 .. .3 ....

Ohio .............................. h3I.hI7 791 175
Oklahoma ........... 64 ". I 3.
Oregon ..... ...... 522 ., I .: ' 21,

Pennsylvania... ........ . .. .... 4. ..32
Rhode Island ................ 3,3)1 . 7 :
Soth Caroli. ..................... 16$ 95' .' . 7

South Dakota ...................... 4S1 I 2M2 17 4'1

Tennessee ......................... SI14 : 17 ) '
Texas ............................. 5h , 68 j jH. 3 '

Utah .............................. S34 , 9,)

Vermont .. ...... .... 2 ,I ' .7
Virginia ..... . .......... . 7 A7 , '
West ingoi ... .......... .S7 ,,,' j I
Wash i g ni .................... . 695 , .
Wisonsin .................................. 3S7
Wyom n ........................... 5%h 4 ';, , ,
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Table B-9. Annual Market Values for Medicaid Excluding Institutional Expenditures, by
State and Risk Class: 1984

(Figures In dollars)

Age 6$ Blind and Age 21-h4, Age less than 21,
State and over disahled nondisabled nondisabled

United States ................... I , )l 2.55 851 417
Alabama ..................... ... 4 8 l.''lh 720 308

Alaska .. . . . . . ... 2. 589 1,A34 1, 23 65$

Arizona .. . . . . .... l I h 2,55(l 8S 4I7

Arkansas ....... ................ 74 1,283 795 423

Calitornia ...................... 52) 1,92$ 721 382

Colorado ........................ 727 2, 524 799 347

Connecticut ..................... 1, 102 5,271 1,066 504

Delaware ........................ h42 1,85' 758 389
District of Columbia ...... 1, 32, 2,1$ 594 305

Florida ..... ........... ..... 742 51)7 585 281

Georg I a ......................... 794 1,452 85h 346
Hawaii ........................ $.. 837 2. h(2 889 17$

Idaho .... ....................... 49 1 I , 78A g9 39$

Illinois ........................ 856 .,204 962 46,9

Indiana ......................... 91)5 3,181 1,271) 518

Iowa ............................ 650 1,716 856 43S

ansas .. ...................... 469 2.02) 558 305

Kentucky ........................ 196 1,614 59" 272

Louisiana ....................... $9) 1,812 1 ,'29 44)

Maine...........7) 1,918 792 343

aryland..........997 2,561 Io 7A 589

Massachu et. s ................... I, 71)2 3,647 1, 117 596

Michigan ........................ $3 3,77 9%2 127

M innesota ....................... 91S 4,249 93 436

Mississippi .................... hot ItS7 7S4 3 8

Missouri ........................ $48 I, 2 712 411

Moot ana ....................... . 9. 2 ,4 2 9)0 300

Nebraska .. . . . . ..... 82R I, 53 $31 46

Nevada ......................... . 22 1,h7 977 52

New Hampshi re .................. . 79 1, 161 17 28

New lerse ............... .... . .,,19 2,419 1 ,45 439

New Mei .. ... .... 724 2, 2 H4 I ,8 "22

New York ..................... .. . 2, 78,' 984 W1
North Carol ina ..... ..... ........ ,69 9. 422
North Dakt a .................... $SS 1,8r)) l,''8$ 59S

.4 .......................... . 2 465

Dk I ahoma ........................ 97 HH 57M

Oregon .......................... R 1.,9i 82$ 33$
Pennsylvania .. . . ..... 1 2,,12H 77 11

Rhade Island .................... I,2S4 ?, ,')$ hI' 321

South Carol Ina ... ...... . q6', $4) 72
Sooth Dakota .................... h i i,. ih 1, 4 [ 527

Tellene. .................... .'S, I 1$ . 1is 52
Te nas..... ...................... 9,12 1 ,79 1, il l 419

Utah ........... ....... 6....l.,. I '9S 16 $
Cermont ......................... A, I ? 87'8$ 367

Virginia ................ 42,' 1'4$ $2)' 15

Washingtn .... .................. 671 1,493 $84 4 0

West Virg rla ................... 41 H71 467 I 2

hisconnin ...................... H23 I,828 72$ 19o

wm ng ...................... 114 267$ 9 j2h .2
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Appendix I
Bureau of the Census Description of Noncash
Valuation Techniques

Table B-10. Mean Annual Normal Expenditures for Food, by Total Household Money Income and
Size of Family Unit

(Ftgre- I n dI ars. im nl It nei dIta IrIm 'n,. 148 1, Tmi l I irnilit i-inni Iin. in,-w.v nhli1

T,, L I i, , 1,,,it .. v tn,1

li ."9r 1q 94

l1oI,,,eholdier -v ar, Ii ., ver: bo

1)n, I p s. s . m.. re. .. .. .. .. .... . I,,15 1. lt .52M 1 ' l 1. 11,, 1 h 7,ff 2 4 1

I., it -t .tl .u .,s .i' .72 .I .i .i .2 i;, Si. .. it I'

thh t -r t1r tn-i

Piron n , 11er on .... . ... .n.e ... .. 1 5
h

* 4', . 1,

nn tiern ........ .. is I Un t *.h- . lnnl .21. i .' 04

Sivi ri s * ............. ... I t R.i Nr , l 82' in ' n tnt n 1 1 1

i wo ,isnhde r und r ... . 1 nr:.- -? 1 ,

Tr- Prn . ... .. .]. . n [.,i6 . 19 ., * 1, . 1 .I

Thr.. .. .innn.... . . 14,4 2,nii7 7 ,- :1,1 2,'u 4 18 1 1i2 1: 1in1

Finn ti n ............ ... 121 2,14 2,11 9 )i 2 91 9 1 7 ,7

Ftne pn ........... ... . .1 S9 11 1 , 41 ,4 ;A ,lq 4,864

SIn. li.. ... ... . . . . l... ni 2, 1 ,8 2,.2I iIi 1, 1 4n -i2,t-il"M 30

Senen .n .r .... I,2 Z,91 1,4 14 4.4! 4. ,291 5.141 , 3 ,57o

ltir u nlv h. iii. rtiii., t
The pers:,)n I. "1........ ii 217 1,14 2,12 i 244 2 1 i

Tnwo prsnns..r.e ..r., 12i 2,2'it 2 :h *-iii h , ,45i1 i ,-hi In$ 4,57

income ratios in order to compute recipient values These ratios school lunch benefits that were equal to the market value of
are shown in table .11 and were used in the estimation pro these benef,ts.

cess throughout the 1979 84 period.
Since food stamps may have been received for a specied Public or other subsidized rental housing. Estimates of recipient

number of months durng the ear the calculation of recipient value for pubrsc housing tenants were based on data from the

value should be based only on the months during which the 1979 and 1981 Annual Housing Survey as were the estimates

stamps were received. Data collected in the March CPS on the of market value. The first step in the procedure was tabulation

number of months received were used to account for toese part of average or normal annual rental expenditures in the private

year recipients This was accomplished by transforming the market place -in this case, rental units in nonpublic housing.

average annual normal food expenditures and market value of Data for 1979 and 1981 were combined to increase the

food stamps to average monthly figures In these cases, if the sample size in order to stabilize the average rental amounts, The

average monthly normal expenditure was less than the average normal expenditure estimates tabulated for the recipient value
monthly food stamp amount, the annual recipient value was calculations are shown in table B 12

made equal to the average monthly normal expenditure multiplied The second step, calculation of recipient value for public hous-

by the number of months in which food stamps were received ing, is somewhat more complicated than for food stamps

If the monthly normal expenditure was greater than the market because the recipients pay a reduced price rather than obtain

value, the annual recipient value equaled the annual market value ing the goods at no cost First, the market rent established as

of food stamps part of the market value procedures ltable B 21 was compared

to the appropriate normal espenditures figure in table 8 12 If

School lunches, Estimating normal expenditures for school the market rent figure was less than the normal expenditure, the

lunches is difficult since virtually all school children eating recipient value was assigned to be equal to the market value of

lunches prepared at school are participating in the program, i a the benefit If the market rent figure was greater than the

there is no private market from which to estimate normal ex norrnial expenditure, the recipient value was determined as the

penditures Given this problem and the relatively small size of difference between the normal expendrture and the subsidized %

the benefits, a decision was made to assign recipient values to rental payment (table 8 4i In practice the average figures shown
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Appendix I

Bureau of the Census Description of Noncash
Valuation Techniques

Table B-11. Annual Food Expenditure-to-Income Ratios, by Total Household Money Income and
Size of Family Unit

(Combined .it t rom 1980, 1981, and 1982 Current Kxpendito re tro,- v M.,it"lv I .-lit. 1

To t 0 1o --. ot 1,1 t-o I, m

Slit--i o i e. % t~ 5 7 1.. SI S' 12. 1 4. .. i'. "

than ,I ,99 , 1 . to 1, to9

Hoosehlder W.', v.-ar it -r :

i-)n, ers.... . . . . . . 9', .221 .1.' . ... .. . .. .. .. .. .

T, 1--r - - - - . ... .. . 9 .. .. .n .o' .> t14 -.t 2

% Noonehol (or ,,ude-r 1,1 orar - -

M.rrni.d-t-tu. t ( anti I -H Iho l hi- 1 o,1 h, -:

boh.1-111
Taor person. ............. .... . . . 2 ... ' .. .. 12 .. .. . 1
Thrie p rrIon ............ . 9 .1t .2'', .. .1 .' ... N- Il1

Four ter-n . ..o.o.n....... . . . .4 ..22 .. . 2 1 .2 1,2 "4 1
Fie perot ........ ...... . . 3 .112 .I38 .27 .2 1 .172 .21. .i

SIn per on . ......... ...... ..I.S. .' .27' .121 .27 .22 .21 .h 2
Sen prn .. , , , e.......o| 033 .01. .112 .112 .219 .lht

tt he (an f 1. 0 hotnehoids:
Two per-on n r . e.. . ... ...... . . .. 1 2 .2 4 j 1" .14 . 7o1 12 o9K
Tlre p-1.e.n An a Nom. .xpi.. tr 1.4 R 2'nt U 2n i No1 ousig19
F-,r e .. ...... .. .. ..... .43t, .374 .2235 .2r.1 .3 .1 9 .121
Fl .e ... ., .. . . . .fro 178 A112 .n d2 711 A241 .172 2 2 1 . 18
Si pernon . ... . .. Le'.o ,-0 .2'- ,321 12711 28' 2 h .2(r ,142

r mt.. .. tIt .47, t. 1 t7 112 ((3 3o ,1'
on ldto ht I vn Ierh,l

ne pernn....... 88 ... 26h2 7144 .120 1 .12 115 .,)88

Two persons or more ..... ... . , oth 2M0 ,221 .2o19 .s13 I 2h 12 29 W1.1

V. Table B-12. Mean Annual Normal Expenditures for Rental Units in Nonsubsidized Housing, by
eTotal Household Moray Income and Size of Family Unit

(Fi gore n dt,t Itrt Comb ioed data Irot. 1979 and 198 1 Annal H.-tItung Sor-.n

Total hoosehold one, income

SiTe of fam iy on nt Len. .s 5 7, ( 00. $7, 5,0o $l o .ow 12.1( Stt l 7 ,t) 7 ,ttt t, o

$ 5 tha.n to to tLo to to to or,
1 $7,499 S 9,9499 $12,4 S14,99 7 99 $19,999 mtore

I~~ .Hoa.eholder NS Yearn andonr
tOne pe rnon .. . . . .. 2,092 2,72 3,oo11 3,173 3,38 4 ,' 3 1(."9 1,91"
Two pe on ,or . .. . .. . ... 2,39 2,8 5 1,22 3, 3 48 1,l3 ,911 3,39H -°'7-

oonholder toder8 "hSrn in--
Married- opie I atil

Two pernon ... . . . ..... . ..... . 2 ,82"1 2,8 l 3 ,181 3, 14' 3, 1' 1, 3I 4,4,

Three fPer-,n .. . . .... . .. , 2M38 ,94h 8 ) , I I, " 84 3,1 3Q1
, 
3 "4 .4

hr pe . . . 3,11 34 1 3 24 3 7 (12 ,18 7 -

Si em s . ....... ..... , 2 , 2s , 92 1 2' 3,8(0 2, 1 14 ,12 oI th
Sen yer on or .ore ....... (1. 7 2. 24 983 1, 3,311 ,8' -. 4") 1 1h A

te 
Wmi 

I n h, ihne, 

I, II:

Two Ite.rnonn .. ... . . . . 2 , 71 1 991 1,1 t97 3,479 1, 3,3( .,48 7
Threernon ...... 2'Q1) (13 ,2 3,322") 3,J. - 3
F.- patrn.... ... 2,3 3.24 2 h (AOI I lR ,, I8-I a4 n
Flo (eon. . ... . 2, 1 .8 1,214 1 83' , 13 K, I 141
S in ptron . . .. . . , . . .26 1 . -% 1, 388t, 2,o9m 3,o I8

'S ~~~~Scott pemon ,, o t. ... N,1 3. '104 3 1, (.8 *(2 ,8 ,9 ,

r'o ntin l to 8,e.... h n
In, ;-- -o.......... .2,. W .. , .8 h 8(2 2,838 3,112 3,213s 1 ,,3 4_2'.

Two per ............. 2,41 11- . 8., 3,.1 I . -,.9 3,354, 31.-, .,hs
Thee- rsns i, mr.. .. .. . 31.061 1 '1A8 K1' 1 9, 01 ,7
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Appendix I
Bureau of the Census Description of Noncash
Valuation Techniques

in these tables were replaced by expenditure-toincome ratios. adjusted by the change in the medical component withn the

These ratios were then used in the calculations for each of the overall Consumer Price Index (CPOI The income ciasses were

5 years. adjusted by the change in the overall CPI These same ad

lustments were made annually to update the 1979 figures in this
Medical care benefits. The procedures used to estimate recipient table to the appropriate year between 1980 and 1984

value of medical care benefits were based on simple updates The assignment of recipient values followed the same pro

of the original 1979 techniques, For the purpose of estimating cedures as outlined for food stamps Separate estimates of

normal expenditures for medical care, a nonsubsidized popula- recipient value were made based on the inclusion or exclusion

tion is, for all practical purposes, nonexistent. The aged popula- of institutional care expenditures
tion is almost totally covered by the Medicare program and the

population under 65 years of age receives widespread coverage POVERTY BUDGET SHARES
from employer-provided group health insurance.

The estimates of normal expenditures for medical care were The third procedure used to value noncash benefits in this

made using data from the 1972-73 Consumer Expenditure study was the poverty budget share (PBS approach The PBS
Survey (CES) in spite of the major problems cited above. The approach is a different and much more limited valuation tech
normal expenditure tabulation used as the basis for this study nique that links the value of the noncash benefit directly to the

is shown in table B-13. The data for the under-age-65 popula current money income poverty concept The PBS approach
lion were derived from CES survey cases reporting partial assumes that, for purposes of measuring poverty, the value

employer provided coverage. The expenditure data do not assigned to the benefit can be no greater than the amount that

include the amount of the employer's contribution, and therefore, is usually spent on the specified good or service by people near
the normal expenditures for this group are probably the poverty level, since values in excess of this amount cannot

underestimated. The sample group used to derive the normal ex- always substitute for other needs

penditures for the 65-and-over population included persons with
Medicare coverage but excluded persons covered by Medicaid Food benefits. The values of food stamps and schoo lunch

and those covered by both Medicaid and Medicare Use of the benefits were combined for the calculation of the PBS value for
Medicare population in estimates of normal expenditures is food benefits The amount spent on food by families near the

undesirable and probably results in underestimates of recipient poverty line was assumed to be one third of the appropriate
value as well. poverty level This reflects directly the food to income ratio

The normal expenditure data in table 8-13 were tabulated from used to develop the current poverty definition The PBS limits

the 1972 73 CES. Adjustments were then made to the 1972 73 for food benefits are shown in table B 14 tor 1979 through 1984
average medical expenditures and income classes to account The figures in this table are simply the weighted average

for the increases in consumer prices. The expenditure data were

Table B-13. Normal Expenditure Values for Medical Care, by Age or Disability Status of the
Householder and Size of Household

-ST-
,r i ii,,hi,',I

,., -i, pr-""'- ,ii- TIi Thr".,",, ,,r.,+
Ja ,4ri-i ,r or' ,+r ' pr-i i.'r ,isR p ' ,'I. ;,'. '- r'

S............ .' ,

.. ',' L, 57,,.44 ........ .h - + . .l '+ . +

%2 ' t, t + S . q ........ - H5 't+l ' q ,i+
% to 5' ....... ,, '. ., 4,

' ,, ,, t s ,.4q. . .. I il. ii' -,.4 ",I' ,a.
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Appendix I
Bureau of the Census Description of Noncash
Valuation Techniques

Table B-14. Poverty Budget Shares for Food, by Year and Size of Family Unit: 1979-84

"Fi pre 1 de, oiaro,

Size of familo -ILO 1979 1980 1981 1982 198 199

)he person (1relatel Indloldoll ,228 1,395 1,5411 1,63, 1.687 1,7
5
9

15 to 64 years ................... ... 1,258 1,429 1,576 1,673 1,727 1,800
65 years and over ................ 1,157 1,31. 1,453 1,5',2 1.592 lht<.

T.o per...... .. ........ 1,567 1,779 1,972 2,1094 2, 1 2.2.
ouseholder 10 to h4 vears ....... 1,619 1,919 2,037 2,1,2 2,232 2,32

Householder 65 years and over .... 1,455 1 '61 1,833 1,945 2,011H 2,)4

Three persons ... ..... 1,921 2,18o1 2.417 2,"54 2,,46 2 709
Fo.r persons ................... 2,462 2,795 35)796 3.287 1, 193 1,16
Five pe ons ....................... .... 2,912 3,3308 3,669 3,895 4,01h , 89
11, peros ... ....... 3 283 3 738 410 4,') 2 4,041 .76
Seven 4ersons (or hmorel) .... 4,71 s,628 4,711 0,l12 ,167 5,Ih 0

Fight persons ..................... . (K) 5,218 ,571 S,723 5,987 P
ine persons or more ............... (X) (X) h,191 6,066 h.77o 1,'82

11979 and 1981).

X NOL applicable.

poverty threshold for the specified family type multipied by the PBS value for pubic housing was made equal to the dif-
* one-third ference between the PBS limit and the amount of subsidized rent

The PBS value was computed by comparing the combined paid, If the market rent was less than the PBS hlmt, the PBS value

market value of food stamps and school lunch to the PBS limit, for public housing was made equal to the market value of the
If the market value was greater than the PBS limit, the PBS value subsidy,

was constrained to the PBS limit. If the market value was lower,

the PBS value was equal to the market value. Medical care. The PBS values for noncash medical care benefits

were computed using the same expenditure to income ratios at
Public or other subsidized rental housing. The PBS values for the poverty line as used n the previous study These ratios,
public or other subsidized rental housing were computed using which were derived from the 1960.61 Consumer Expenditure

the 1979 and 1981 AHS data. Calculation of the PBS limits were Survey. are shown in table B 16 The data from the 1960-61
based on the housing expenditure to income ratios shown in table survey were selected because they reflect expenditure patterns

B 15 These ratios represent the proportion of income spent on for medical care that existed prior to the Medicare program and
nonsubs'dized rental housing by families with incomes within expansion of employer provided benefits The PBS value for

t 25 percent of the poverty level and are averages of the 1979 medical care was computed by comparing the combined market
and 1981 data from the AHS for nonsubsidized housing ulits. value of Medicare and or Medicaid for the famly with the PBS

The calculation of the PBS Irmit was made by multiplying the limit The PBS value was equal to the PBS linit if the market
appropriate proporton in table B 15 by the family's poverty level. value exceeded the limit or equal to the market value if the

If the prevously assigned market rent exceeded the PBS limt. market value was lower

'F
5.

8'.
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Appendix I
Bureau of the Census Description of Noncash
Valuation Techniques

Table B-15. Poverty Budget Shares for Public or Table B 16 Poverty Sudget Shares for Medical
Other Subsidized Rental Housing, Benefits by Size of Family Unit
by Size oi .amily Unit . , ....

........................... . .

i r...................

%%

46 7 -~~~~~~~~p . . . . ...................

.i - . . . ....... . . ....................

..... . . .-I

Si,,

.. . . .

I ...
..

I ..

... . ....

Source U S Bureau of the (renjus s tirnale of Puvertj I( Iori~rj the Value of N(rl aIh Henoetits,

1984 technical paper 55 (Washrwqton D7T u Qover imiflit Priln i ff it f)i 53 b-
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Appendix II

Information Reported by the Bureau of the
Census Concerning SIPP Data Quality

Two major determinants of the quality of income data reported characteristics such as education levels and occupa-

collected in household surveys are the magnitude of missing tlions that, in general, differ from population averages. The
responses and the accuracy of the responses that are pro- most frequent causes of nonresponse are the inability of the

vided. This appendix has been included to supply informa- respondent to answer the question because of either a 1 ) lack

tion concerning nonresponse rates for selected income ques- of knowledge or 2) refusal to answer. The first reason is

tions, the average amounts of income reported in the survey especially important in situations of proxy response when one

or assigned in the imputation of missing responses, and the household member answers questions for another household

extent to which the survey figures underrestimate numbers member not present at the time of the interview The prac-

of income recipients and amounts of income received. lice of accepting proxy interviews from household members

Nonresponse in this discussion refers to missing responses deemed "qualified" to answer is a standard procedure in the %

to specific questions or "items" on the questionnaire. CPS and most other surveys conducted by the Bureau. During %

Noninterviews or complete failure to obtain cooperation from the third and fourth interview periods of SIPP. about 35 per

any household member have not been considered in this ex- cent of the interviews were taken from proxy respondents.

amination of nonresponse rates. Adjustments to account for The magnitude of nonresponse is generally presented in

noninterviews are made by proportionally increasing the terms of a nonreponse rate computed by dividing the number

survey weights of interviewed households. Missing responses of nonresponses by the total number of responses that should

to specific questions are assigned a value in the imputation have been provided. The first two columns of table D- I show

phase of the data processing operation. the number of persons with income and nonresponse rate for

Nonresponse is a very important factor in assessing the a selected group of income amount questions from SIPP for ,

quality of survey data. Nonresponses to income questions the second quarter of 1984. Nonresponse rates for the March

cannot be considered random since experience has shown 1984 CPS based on annual income amount questions are

that persons with the highest nonresponse rates have shown in the third column.

Table D-1. Persons Nonresponse Rates for SIPP and the March 1984 CPS, and 4'

Median Monthly Amounts Reported and Imputed, for Selected Income .5

Types

SIPP IP

194 ..cond c quarter -di.l monthlv vera e

monthly average antuonts
March "

Income type Nuimhr o on-rpnie nn respnni
with rat, fnr rate for

Income amnonts a1nlit
(Lhoiis. received cc' 1e Reor te Imit e

vaxe or sala ............. . . 9h,912 '.' I7. I l Ill
helf-emplooment Income ....... 9,171 1h.2 '%*. on i, 'vi
Federal Sipplemental Security
income ........................ . 511 i... I.' '.iI 'g.
Social Security income .......... 32,441 [l." . .I . .'

Aid to Families with Dependent
Children............... 1,177 nM3. 1
t:nempl ovmient compensation ....... ,h I 4 I. .,'
Company or union pensions ...... 7,91 I.. ,'.'.h .in

Food stamp allotment ..... hl , .I I'." i .
Veterans' compenition or

pen on ..........
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Appendix U
Information Reported by the Bureau of the
Census Concerning SIPP Data Quality

The SIPP nonresponse rates ranged from a low of about employment income, unemployment compensation and

6 percent for food stamps to about 16 percent for self veterans' compensation or pensions

employment income These rates were computed by dividing The second important determinant of data quality and prob

the number of persons with missing responses on the amount ably the one examined most closely by users of the income
received by the total number with either a missing or reported data collected in household surveys is the accuracy of

amount for that income type reported (and imputed) amounts. in gene r l. houehold
The SIPP nonresponse rates for second quarter average surveys have a tendency to underestimate the number of per

monthly amounts contrast sharply with the higher sons receiving income and the average amount received.
nonresponse rates encountered in the March CPS The rates These problems result for a variety of reasons including ran-
for the CPS ranged from a low of 13 percent for food stamp dom response error, misreporting of sources of income, failure

allotments and Aid to Families with Dependent Children to to report the receipt of income from a specified source, and

25 percent for self employment income. The malor emphasis failure to report the full amount received The net effect of
given to complete and accurate income information in SIPP these kinds of problems is, for most income ty.p.

and 4-month recall period are two factors that have con underestimation or underreporting of income amounts. The

tributed to the significantly lower nonresponse rates in the extent of underreportling is measured by comparing survey
SIPP estimates with independently derived estim -,-' --illv

. Nonresponses are assigned values prior to producing based on administrative data that are. general' -, - b-I

estimates from the survey data The procedure used to assign than the estimates derived from the survey It shuuu u noted
or impute responses for missing data for SIPP are of a type that the independent estimates are subject to errors them
commonly referred to as a "hot deck" imputation method. selves. In addition, independent estimates do not reflect

This process assigns values reported in the survey by income attributable to the "underground" economy, some

respondents to nonrespondents. The respondent from whom of which may be reported in the survey.

the value is taken is termed the "donor." Values from donors Table D-2 contains comparisons of SIPP estimates of the
are stored in a matrix defined by demographic and economic number of persons receiving specific income sources with in-

data available for both donors and nonrespondents. Each cell dependent estimates derived from various administrative

of the matrix defines a unique combination of demographic sources Table D-3 shows similar comparisons based not on
and economic characteristics For example, the imputation the number of recipients but on the aggregate amount of in

of an amount for monthly wage and salary income is based come received Data in both of these tables are preliminary

on eight different variables. These were 1) occupation. 2) sex, and subject to revision.

3) age. 4) race, 5) educational attainment. 6) weeks
worked, 7) usual hours worked per week, and 81 place of The comparisons in table D 2 are limited to some of the
residence major transfer programs for which administrative data are

The last two columns in table 0 1 compare median reported available for the April June 1984 period. Adjustment factors

and imputed income amounts for SIPP monthly averages, were applied to these administrative figures in order to arrive
second quarter 1984 The differences between reported and at the independent estimates for the SIPP noninstitutional

Simputed median amounts were statistically significant at the population eligible for interview. The adjustment factors used

V 95 percent confidence level for wage and salary income, self- were based on procedures developed by Mathematical Policy

Table D-2. Comparison of Estimated Number of Income Recipients, for Selected
Income Types, Second Quarter 1984: SIPP vs. Independently Derived
Estimates

1 H~onthlv -ever ,, - li-l[ ,

I' i Ind-,i ni I ,d , d t

-i en,.v~ln I -eir.Ivn

Fed ral S' ipltieniaIl q-c rtt in - ........... . . . .  
1
, 4

9,! 1,' .  i .
"r I-I S--'rnlt t- .........rr............ 12, 41"~ ii, I'- a
id to Fariltle with [iepr lnd.,nt Chl rp ......

. . . . .  
3,171 4,'h.

rin;enp iment -mpen m i ......................... . 2, :1.' i"i, , -

F id sta-p itmont .............................. ilih 1 11' a .
Vetanscni.isnrt I n -)r~d h' ., .

. . . . . . .  
ill nu

-a,
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Appendix H
Information Reported by the Bureau of the
Census Concerning SIPP Data Quality

Table D-3. Comparison of Estimated Aggregate Income Amounts Received, for
Selected Income Types, Second Quarter 1984: SIPP vs. Independently
Derived Estimates

(Monthly averages. Figures to millions of dollars)

SiPP as a er-

cent of the

Income type SIPP Independent independent
estimate estimate est Imate 

Wage or salary ....................................... 138,h4] 'hW,qlh Q4.4
Self-employment income .............................. IS, S) 

,  
(NA) (X)

Federal Supplemental Security income ................. 763 791 97.4 q
Social Security income ............................ .. 13,2 1,11 .
Ald to Families with Dependent Children .............. l,1iO 1,175 86.0
Unemployment compensation ............................ 097 I ,'079 83.1
Food tmp allotment ................................. 7(5 887 96.2
Veterans' compensation or pensions .. . . ... 792 1 .Oh) 74.S

NA Not anallaie.

X Not applicahle.

Research. Inc., for deriving independent estimates for the estimates shown in tables 0 2 and D 3 are based on various
1979 ISDP research panel. sources including the Social Security Bulletin and unpublished

Survey underestimates of income recipients ranged from figures from the Department of Health and Human Services,

about 18 percent for State unemployment compensation the Department of Agriculture, and the Veterans'

payments ano 14 percent for Aid to Families with Dependent Administration.

Children to about 2 percent for Social Security recipients.
The underreporting for Aid to Families with Dependent In most cases the comparisons in table D-3 on aggregate

Children is related to misclassification of this income type as amounts for the second quarter parallel the figures in table

other types of public assistance or welfare. A total of D-2 for estimated number of recipients. The comparison for

1,027,000 persons reported receiving general assistance and wage and salary income is difficult to interpret because the
176,000 reported receiving other types of welfare payments independent estimate is seasonally adjusted. A monthly in

for the second quarter. A significant number of these cases dependent estimate for self-employment income is not

are actually payments from the Aid to Families with Depen available because the self-employment income estimates are

dent Children program. This particular problem was also an- based on different concepts The SIPP figure is based on the

countered and documented in the developmental ISDP. "salary" and other income received from the business by the
Table 0-3 provides comparisons of SIPP and independent owners More refined comparisons between SIPP estimates

y1 estimates of the aggregate amount of income received for and estimates derived from independent sources will be made

the total noninstitutional population for the second quarter in future reports.
of 1984. Nonseasonlly adjusted, monthly independent esti- Table D-4 shows the monthly averages for the number of

4 mates for wage and salary income is not available. The income recipients and aggregate amounts of income received

estimate shown for wage and salary is based on Bureau of for the second quarter 1984 for the total population and the

Economic Analysis seasonally adjusted, annual rate estimates nonfarm population. Most of the largest sources of income

for the second quarter d.vided by 12. Other independent have been included in this table.
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Appendix 11
Information Reported by the Bureau of the
Census Concerning SIPP Data Quality

Table D-4. Persons 15 Years Old and Over Receiving Income and Aggregate
Amount Received, for Selected Income Types: Monthly Average, Second
Quarter 1984

Total Nonfarm

Income type Numher Aggregate Numher Aggregate

with amount with amount

income (millions income (mlIons
(thousand) of dollars) (thousands) of dollars

Wage or salary ........................ 97,09h 138,h.4l 95,368 13h.621

Self-employment income ................ 8,372 Is .855 ' ,72 13,R")

Social Security income ................ 32,432 13.254 31.478 12,999
Federal Supplemental Securitv income.. 3,492 763 3,454 758

State unemployment compensation ....... 2,212 8 1 2.211 q2
Veterans' compensation or pensions .... ),503 792 3.441 '8,

Workers' compensation .... .... 432 h3q 2

Aid to Families with Sependent
Children .... . . . .... ,171 j .()I" I l4h 1,104

General Assistance .................... I .,)27 212 .,1 22 2.!

Child support............... 3 ,I. ,(t 3Alimony .............. ................ 4, 22R2 22

Company or union pensions ... ... 7.q. 2,Ql) 8, 2q ' V

Federal employee pensions ........... . 112 Ihls 1,7gq 1 .,
U.S. military pensions .. . ...... 1 1 ,31 1,29 9h
State government employee pensions .... 1,9f7 (4 1,917 1],")q
Local government employee pensions .... 834 41 R14 440
Estates and trusts .... ..... 3is 24h III 2,3
income from paid-up life insurance or

other annuities.......... . .... 7.1 14h 72h 181
Money from relatives or friends.:::::* 1,,,- 97 1,233 .93

Interest income from regular savings

accounts, money market deposit
accounts, certificates of deposit or

other svtogs certIficate., und

interest-hearing checkin" acco-nnts... !I ,S.. 0.31. 98,001 051

interest Income from nonev market

fonds,, l'.o govrnment secirt len,
municipal or corporte onds and

other Interest-hearing ssets ........ I". .9 I
interest on mortgages .. . .... 48. 09. 3, I'' -V

D ivnidends................... " .5 7, I180 q9,.. -' II
Net rental Inoe .. ....... I ..... q. q, I.

income from rovltes and other
lfinan ia I InvP ~ _e t s ... ............. "A1 R ,S 2.'h 4

Source: U S Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports, Series P70, No 4 Economic Charac-teristics of Households in the United States Second Quarter 1984. U S Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. pp 49-52
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Appendix III

Sampling Errors for Key SIPP Data

.,-'

Estimated sampling
Estimated error at 95-percent

Two- to four-member AFDC families living alone amount confidence level
Average monthly income

Market value $819 __ $50

Recipient value 646 50
Percentage participating in other welfare programs

Medicaid 100% -,
Food stamps 96 3%

School lunch --_57 8
Public housing 17 11

Section 8 housing 15 1

WIC 18 11
Percentage above the poverty line

At market value
Cash only 8 4

Cash and food stamps 13 5

Cash, food, and housing ... 26 6

Cash, food, housing, and Medicaid 60 7
At recipient value

Cash only 8 4
Cash and food stamps 12 5 '"

Cash, food, and housing 21 6

Cash, food, housing, and Medicaid 27 - 6
Average monthly income by family size

At market value
Two recipient $655 $40

Three recipient 767 50
Four recipient 1.039 110

At recipient value
Two recipient 522 40
Three recipient 597 50
Four recipient 824 120

Average AFDC payment by family size
Two recipient 262 30
Three recipient 316 30
Four recipient 401 50

P..
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Appendix M
Sampling Errors for Key SIPP Data

Estimated sampling
Estimated error at 95-percent

Comparison groups amount confidence level

Two- to four-member welfare families not receiving
AFDC ,_

Average monthly income

At market value

Single parent $1,024 $100

Married couple 1,399 120
Percentage above the poverty line

At market value __

Single parent 71% 6% *"

Married couple 79 5

Households with two to four AFDC recipients and
persons not receiving AFDC

Average monthly income at market value $1,674 $210

All US. households-percentage participating in
selected welfare programs ___

Medicaid coverage 9% 2%

Food stamps 7 2

School lunch 7 2

WIC 2 2

Housing assistance 4 2

SSI 3 2

AFDC 3 2

aEstimated sampling error computed using the Census Bureau procedures for SIPP described in SIPP
Wave III Documentation

u%%
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Appendix IV

%Sampling Errors for Key County Estimates

Estimated
sampling

error at 95- 95-percent
Estimated percent confidence

amount confidence interval
Two- to four-member AFDC families living alone
Average monthly income at market value
Alameda County $1.017 $41 $975 $1,58
Albany County 906 21 885 926
Cuyahoga County 790 14 776 804
Fulton County 930 32 897 962

Average AFDC payments

Aameda County 540 16 523 $556

Albany County 392 10 381 402

Cuyahoga County 288 5 283 - 293
Fulton County 246 6 239 - .252
Percentage participating in other major welfare programs

Alameda County

Medicaid 100% 0% 100 100%

Food stamps - 89 - 4 85 93

Public housing 23 3 20 26

Section 8 housing 9-5 4 14

School meals 69 6 63 75
WIC 16 4 12- 20

Albany County
Medicaid 100 0 100 - 100

Food stamps 99 4 95 100

Public housing 19 4 15 24
Section 8 housing 14 " 4 10 18

School meals 43 5 39 48
WIC 39 5 33 44

Percentage participating in other major welfare programs
Cuyahoga County

Medicaid 100% 0% 100 100%

Food stamps 97 2 95 99

Public housing 7 3 4 10

Section 8 housing 6 3 3 8
School meals 60 6 54 65
WIC 22 5 17 26

(continued)
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Appendix WV
Sampling Errors for Key County Estimtates

Estimated
sampling

error at 95- 95-percent
Estimated percent confidence

amount confidence interval--
Fulton County

Medicaid 100 0 100 100
Food stamps 94 - 3 92 - 97
Public housing 49 - 6 - 43 55
Section 8 housing -27 5 22 32
School meals 635 58 - 68
WIG 17 -4 13 -__ 21

Average income for AFDC families living in subsidized housing-
Alameda County $1,327 -$119 $1,208 -$1,446

Albany County 1,023 -- 29 994 1.051-
Cuyahoga County __1,050 -- 32 1,018 - 1,083
Fulton County 1,012 - 25 987 - 1,037
Two- to four-member AFDC families living alone or with others not receiving AFDCO
Average income for AFDC families with earnings
Alam eda County $1,175 $171 $1,004 -$1,347

Albany County 1 1,08 - 59 1,025 - 1,144

'Data include only income and benefits of the AFDC-covered memibers of these households

S.
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